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C 111 It IE It OBSERVER
-“THAT THY WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, TIIY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”
VOL,. VI. WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 10, 1836. NO. 42.
GEORGE W MYERS, PRINTER.
From the Knickerbocker.
THE VOICE OF GOD.
The holy voice of God—’tis heard 
When awful thunder peals around,
When the huge rocks, by lightnings scarred,
Fall crashing to the trembling ground i
When forests tremble at his nod—
Then do we hear the voice of god!
In the light breathing of the breeze,
That stirs the quivering aspin tree—.
In the low murmur of the seas,
And in the wind’s soft minstrelsy,
When waves the tall gi ass on tho sod—
In these we hear the voice of God !
When loudly raves the winter storm,
And snow comes on its white wings down,
When darkening clouds the heavens deform,
And leafless trees through the frost-wreaths frown,
Then o’er the earth he shakes his rod—
That tempest is the voice of God!
There is a “still small voice” within
Our hearts, that speaks of crimes forgiven—
That bids us leave the paths of sin,
And tells us how to seek for heaven ;
This guides us through life’s thorny road—
This surely is the voice of God!
THE OBSERVER.
RELIGIOUS ENJOYMENT.
About this there are some mistakes which 
need correcting. One of these is the pre-emi­
nence which is often given to it as essential to 
piety and as evidence of it. The language of 
some indicates, that happiness in religion, is, in 
their view, almost the only indication of the 
existence of religious principle. They resolve 
all questions respecting character into one or 
the other of these positions; they do, or they 
do not enjoy themselves. And the description 
and the only one many employ as designating 
conversion is, “He is rejoicing.” As a conse­
quence many pursue religious enjoyment as the 
grand object, and seem to feel that nothing has 
been gained if they are destitute of it, dnd that 
the soul must almost necessarily be an outcast 
if it be not happy in religion.
We think there is a serious error here. We 
do not find religious character spoken of in the 
Scriptures as if enjoyment was its chief charac­
teristic. We find it indeed, abundantly assert­
ed that piety is the only foundation of all solid 
happiness; that reconciliation to God and the 
cordial performance of his will are sources of 
the most pure and noble satisfaction: and men 
are called upon to “rejoice in the Lord” and to 
be glad in’the God of their salvation.” But it 
is not the substance of piety; it is not the “mark 
of the prize of our high calling.” It isput down 
as one, but only as one of the evidences of 
man’s acceptance with his Maker. There arc 
many other facts of equal importance which 
must exist in one’s character as testimony of 
conversion. In a special enumeration of such 
testimonies we find this argument. “The 
fruit of the spirit is love, joy, peace, long suffer­
ing gentleness, goodness, faith, &c.” Here joy 
has no pre-eminence. It ought not to have, in 
our estimatjo.il of religious characters.
This pre-eminence given to religious joy will 
endanger all the other Christian graces. No 
man can make any one a chief indication of the 
soul’s safety without a certain undervaluation 
of others. Nor can any one be chiefly culti­
vated without its being made,insensibly perhaps 
a substitute for some other one, and perhaps all 
the rest. We are familiar with cases where 
zeal for example, has devoured, like the lean 
kine of Pharaoh’s dream, other and equally im­
portant graces. Meekness, patience, gentle­
ness and humility have been trodden under 
foot by its unnatural predominance. So benev­
olent action has sometimes been exalted to su­
premacy, that, resistance of temptation, the 
quenching of a fiery temper and other impor­
tant Christian attainments have been entirely 
undervalued. So enjoyment in religion may be 
pursued as greatly to injure the harmony of 
Christian character.
Religious enjoyment is to be regarded as the 
appropriate result and not sought as the great 
end of religion. It is not to be held up as the 
great object of a Christian pursuit or as a grand 
and decisive test of Christian character. It is 
not the object of duty but its consequence.— 
It is to be sought only as a natural and usual 
result of the soul’s cheerful and faithful compli­
ance with the will ofGod. Thequestion with eve­
ry disciple therefore should be not, “how shall 
I be happy” but, “how shall I be and do that 
which is right in the sight of God.” Let him 
follow out the great objects of his creation and 
redemption as the high purposes of his soul, 
leaving the question of happiness to take care 
of itself. Let the intense desire of his heart 
and the steadfast aim of his life be, to glorify 
God his Saviour in all duty. Let such be the 
moral state of his soul, and he will not want for 
the purest and noblest pleasures of the rational 
mind.
But if, even in the most conscientious fideli­
ty, lie may not possess the spiritual joy he would 
desire, he has no right on that account, to con­
clude that he has received the grace of God in 
vain. Nor has beany right to murmur or des­
pond. Ilis business is to do duty even if un­
broken gloom covers him till the close of his 
pilgrimage. But he need not fear this. Clouds 
may foi a season occupy, but they do not con­
stitute the ordinary drapery of the horizon.— 
Lfet the disciple do his whole duty and do it be­
cause he loves it as the will of his Father in 
heaven; let him do it because it is right, and 
not simply in pursuit of happiness, and there 
will be days of gladness in his moral history far 
out-numbering those of sadness.—Boston Rec.
£
FRIGHTFUL THEORY—MEMORY.
A new work has just been published by Ap­
pleton in N. Y., from the popular author of Na­
tural Historyof Enthusiasm, entitled, Physical 
Theory of another Life.’ The writer’s chief 
object is to establish the old theory that the 
soul will exist in the next world in union with a I
porated in the present state. The frightful part 
of this theory, (to the selfish,) respects the pow­
er of memory, purified ind strengthened, so 
that the mind will have a full, permanent, and 
clear consciousness of all that it has ever known 
felt, and performed! Men may well be exhort­
ed to take heed to their doings in view of such 
momentous consequences. We quote a para­
graph—
The abstract possibility of an entire restoration 
of the memory, or of the recovery of absolutely 
the whole that it has ever contained, need not 
be questioned; or if it were, an appeal might be 
made to every one’s personal experience; for 
we suppose there are none to whom it has not 
happened to have a sudden recollection-^ 
flashing of some minute and unimportant acci­
dent in early life or childhood; and perhaps af­
ter an interval of forty or sixty years. With 
some persons, these unconnected and uncalled 
for reminiscenes are frequent and very vivid : 
and they seem to imply that, although the mind 
may have lost its command over the entire 
stores of memory, and may no longer be able to 
call at will the remote passages of its history, 
yet that the memory itself has not really parted 
with all of its deposits, but holds them faithful­
ly (if not obediently) in reserve, against a sea­
son, when the whole will be demanded of it.— 
Might not the human memory be compared to 
a field of sepulture, thickly stocked with the re­
mains of many generations? But of all these 
thousand whose dust heaves the surface, a few 
only are saved from immediate oblivion, upon 
tablets and urns; while they are, at present, ut­
terly lost to knowledge. Nevertheless each of 
the dead has left in his soil an imperishable germ 
and all,without distinction shallanother day start 
up; and claim their dues.—American Citizen.
From the American Pastor’s Journal.
A CONSECRATED TOWN.
A missionary of the A. H. M. S., after giving 
an account of a season of peculiar religious in­
terest in his church, relates the following his­
tory:—
In former years, when all this region had 
scarcely begun to teel the tread of human foot­
steps,except those of the savage, two good men 
came here looking for land, with a view to pur­
chase. The bones of one of them are now re­
posing quietly in our graveyard; the other is 
some thousands of miles distant. They started 
early in the week, from some nearest although 
a remote settlement. At length, in the latter 
part of the week, having penetrated far into the 
forest, with their food in their packs on their 
backs, they found it impossible to return to the 
settlement, to keep the Sabbath. Whatshould 
they do? The command of God was solemnly 
binding on them, and must not be broken. It 
appears that they had uui forgotten to provide 
spiritual as well as temporal food,but had put a 
Bible among their provisions. They knew that 
God would as readily accept of their worship in 
the deep forest as in the village sanctuary.— 
Consequently, they erected a shelter of barks, 
and made it as convenient and comfortable as 
time and circumstances would permit and there ; 
in reading, singing, praying, and praising God ! 
they passed that holy day, which God intended j 
should be, and to them indeed was, an emblem ' 
of heaven.
In the ardour of their prayers and praises, it 
occurred to their minds, that “this is the time 
to consecrate this town to God, and pray him 
that men of prayer and faith might live here; 
the glorious gospel be preached in its purity ; 
the Holy Spirit be poured down, and their sons 
and daughters be fitted, one generation after 
another to praise and glorify God in the church 
below, and qualified at death to be received in­
to the church above.”
The first settlers commenced privately and 
publicly' the worship of God in their log cabins 
—the fact of the town being thus consecrated 
to God, has often been related, with all its in­
terest, in their prayer meetings; the gospel has 
been preached here by able ministers more than 
in any other town in the county: on, or very 
near the spot where they built their temporary 
sanctuary of barks, our decent and comforta­
ble meeting-house has been erected partly by 
aid of charity from the city, as it was needed 
in the very early part of the settlement: and in 
it, the largest Presbyterian church, I think, in 
the county, is now worshipping God every 
Sabbath; and far the greatest portion of the 
youth in the congregation have united with it : 
some of them have begun to turn their eyes to­
wards the ministry; and an interesting group 
of children and youth, now, several times a 
week, flock around their minister.
From the Barbadian.
HAYTI.
Our readers will probably be pleased to read 
some slight account of the present state of af­
fairs in St. Domingo, for the particulars of 
which we have been obliged by a friend.
Hayti it is asserted to us as being partic­
ularly governed by what may be termed a mili­
tary democracy, although it professes to be a 
republic somewhat after the manner of the 
United States. The President, Boyer is estab­
lished as such for life, with a salary of about 
$75,000 per annum. They have a senate and 
house of representatives. The members of the 
senate, which consists of twenty-four are also 
nominated for life, with a salary of $1500. The 
representatives are chosen every six years by 
the different parishes, and amount to sixty in 
number: but, as in most countries, the major 
part of these representatives are elected through 
intrigue or favor, without regard to qualifica­
tion, During the session these members are 
paid $200 a month each from the State for 
incidental expenses. The laws and financial 
arrangements usually emanate from the presi­
dent, and as almost a matter of course, are ac­
ceded to without much discussion; for the pre­
sident commands the army—number of mili­
tary under the immediate command of the pre­
sident is about fifty thousand men, independent
of the national guard; which amounts to per­
haps one hundred and fifty thousand men.— 
It is scarcely necessary to state that both offi­
cers and men are devotedly attached to the pre­
sident; in fact, from peculiar reasons, he does as 
he will with them, particularly as the officers are 
generally raised from the ranks. In discipline 
they are far below the militia of Jamaica.
There are four courts of law to conduct the 
judicial business of the country, viz. cassation, 
civil, criminal, and correctional and commer­
cial, which appear to be all grounded on the sys­
tems of France. They have also a code of laws 
styled the “Haytian Code,” which is framed in 
a great manner after the celebrated Code Na­
poleon. We must do the Haytians the justice 
to add, that in their custom-house regulations, 
they are not only exceedingly precise and re­
gular, but that in this respect they equal their 
old masters: the French.
There is a chamber of accounts, lately esta­
blished there, which consists of members of the 
assembly, whose business it is to inspect and 
decide upon all public accounts.
We regret to state, that in so far as regards 
religion and morals, the Haytians are deplora­
bly in the back ground: this arises, we are told 
from the despotic sway of the president, and 
constitution of Hayti, which forbade the Span­
ish archbishop and clergy, about ten years ago, 
from participating in political affairs; which de­
termination induced his lordship and most of 
the trains and monks to leave the island. The 
religion of the country is, of course, Roman 
Catholic, at the head of which presides a gen­
tleman of color, as vicar general. He is a na­
tive of the Spanish main, and is reported to be 
well informed, moral, and very charitable; he 
resides at Port au Prince. The appointment of 
curates to the several parishes is under the con. 
trol of government. All other religions appear 
to be tolerated, but Methodists and other sec­
tarians seem to have tried in vain to gain much 
influence, although one or two fatal instances of 
the effects of religious enthusiasm are reported 
to have been occasioned by them among families 
of some consequence, which caused the mission­
aries much insult and vexation, and they were 
politely invited by the government, (who ap­
prehended danger to the established religion,) 
to leave the country.
The marriage ceremony does not appear to 
be much respected, or even required among the 
Haytians; but it must be, however, observed 
to their credit, that in forming a connection with 
a female they seldom or never abandon her— 
she is received everywhere as a wife, while the 
offspring succeed to the inheritance of their 
fathers without difficulty; it is to be hoped how­
ever, that a more moral state of things will soon 
be introduced there. It is, notwithstanding n 
lauicutiii/iv uiLt, iiiai tfrc cmuiuiuu or the female 
sex in that country is a very degraded one— 
they are little better than household drudges or 
servants, there being in fact but few regular 
servants; to be a servant in that land of equality 
being considered a dishonor. The Haytian 
women, if not absolutely beauties, are many of 
them possessed of pleasjng, handsome, and ani­
mated countenances; they have fine black hair, 
and some among the mixed classes fine figures, 
but are remarkable for large feet; many of them 
are exceedingly fair: their chief acquirements 
are simple reading and writing; they dance with 
elegance, and universally play on the guitar.
The cultivation of the land is rapidly declin­
ing from a variety of causes, one of the chief of 
which is said to be, the parcelling out of the 
greater number of the large estates into small 
settlements of twenty to thirty or forty acres 
each; hence, none ot the new landholders have 
either land or means enough to grow much pro 
duce. Nearly the whole island consequently, 
appears almost in a state of nature, with a few 
patches of canes here and there. The inhabi­
tants are generally very poor, but kind hearted 
and hospitable, as far as their humble means 
will permit. Coffee, cocoa, mahogany, log­
wood, fustic, &c., are their principal articles of 
export, but they get but little return from them.
From the Sunday School Journal. 
JUVENILE PIETY.
The following observations are extracted from 
a small tract just issued by Dr. Cox, of Hackney 
relative to his late mission to the United States; 
—“A remarkable feature in American church­
es is that of juvenile piety and communion' Not­
withstanding the exertions which have recent­
ly been made in our own country to advance 
the spiritual welfare of the young, we have not 
yet gone far and deep enough. Parental or 
ministerial attentions have not, it is apprehend­
ed, been sufficiently employed, with the view 
of bringing children and youth into fellowship 
with the church. However important it has 
been thought to win the heart to religion, by 
appeals from the pulpit, or, tuition in the parlour 
the direct and immediate object has perhaps 
seldom been led to early profession. The chief 
reason probably, that juvenile piety has not 
been sufficiently regarded in this country is, 
that sufficient expectations not being excited, 
an adequate effort has not been made. Though 
the ‘seed of the kingdom’ has been widely scat­
tered by Sunday-schools, we have scarcely ven­
tured to hope for a speedy harvest; and because 
the maturity of Christian character must bear 
some proportion to the developement of the fa­
culties, we have been almost incredulous res­
pecting the early implantation of religion in the 
heart. Our efforts consequently have either 
been languid, or they have not been accompa­
nied by the prayer of faith and full expecta­
tion. We have been conscious of a certain 
shrinking from the manifestation of religion at 
a very immature age, as if it could scarcely be 
genuine or permanent. This is, however, a 
practical question ot great moment, in two res­
pects; first as to the duty of profession, whether 
it is not required in every case where the reali­
ty of religion exists, whatever may be its de­
gree, or the age of the believer; secondly as to 
the result in future life of such early de­
cision. My observations in America would lead
to this conclusion, that those who had professed 
the earliest, had persevered the longest.
“An intimate friend of mine, an eminent 
minister in the United States, informed me, that 
about five years ago he had received four chil­
dren into the church, the eldest being about 
eleven, and the youngest eight years of age.— 
When they first disclosed their feelings, they 
all came together to his house, and requested a 
private interview. Their experience appeared 
to him to be strongly marked with gospel truth 
and showed clearly the work of the Spirit. He 
had been very skeptical on the subject of such 
early impressions, and received their testimony 
with extreme caution. His deacons also par­
ticipated in his sentiments;affording an illustra­
tion of the reluctance on this point which is so 
prevalent in our own country. He spoke to 
them of their immature years, and the necessi­
ty of further and frequent inquiry and examin­
ation,—advising them to pray over the subject 
afresh. But he was astonished and irresistibly 
affected by their narratives; feeling persuaded 
that he had before him remarkable displays of 
divine compassion and grace. He appointed a 
time when they might repeat their visit, and 
without apprising them, requested the presence 
of his deacons. They were overwhelmed, and 
wept with unutterable joy. Thechildren were 
introduced at length into the church. One of 
them is since dead: and died triumphantly. The 
youthful saint invited the attendance of her 
young friends at her bedside, and addressed 
them in the most touching manner; her views 
of truth were clear; her hope perfect. The rest 
of this little band are at this time adorning their 
profession, and devotedly engaged in Sunday- 
school instruction.”
THE SEVEN SLEEPING CHRISTIANS.
In a volume of sermons by Bishop Heber, he introduces
one of the discourses with this story, for the purpose of 
calling attention to the great concerns of eternity and of 
practical religion. His text is, 2 Cor. iv. 18: “We look 
not at the things which are seen, but at the things which
are not seen.”-----American Baptist and Home Missionary
Record.
There is an ancient fable told by the Greek 
and Roman Churches, which, fable as it is, may, 
for its beauty and singularity, well deserve to 
be remembered. That in one of the earliest 
persecutions to which the Christian world was 
exposed, seven Christian youths sought conceal­
ment in a lonely cave; and there, by God’s ap­
pointment, fell into a deep and death like slum­
ber. They slept, the legend runs, two hundred 
years, till the greater part of mankind had re­
ceived the faith of the Gospel, and that Church, 
which they had left a poor and afflicted orphan, 
had “kings for her nursing fathers, and queens 
for her nursing mothers.” They then at length 
B.rokc, and entering into their native Ephesus, 
so altered now that its streets were altogether 
unknown to them, they cautiously inquired if 
there were any Christians in that city. “Chris­
tians!” was the answer; “we are all Christians 
here! and they heard with thankful joy the 
change which, since they left the world, had ta­
ken place in the opinions of its inhabitants.— 
On one side they were shown a stately fabric, 
adorned with a gilded cross, and dedicated, as 
they were told to the worship of their crucified 
Master; on another, schools for the public ex­
position of those gospels, of which, so short a 
time before, the bare profession was proscribed 
and deadly. But no fear was now to be enter­
tained of those miseries which had encircled the 
cradle of Christianity; no danger now of the 
rack, the lions, or the sword; the emperor and 
his prefects held the same faith with themselves, 
and all the wealth of the east, and all the valor 
and authority of the western world were exert­
ed to protect and endow the professors and the 
teachers of their religion.
But, joyful as these tidings must at first have 
been, their further inquiries are said to have met 
with answers which very deeply surprised and 
pained them. They learned that the greater 
part of ihose who called themselves by the 
name of Christ were strangely regardless of the 
blessings which Christ had bestowed, and of 
the obligations which he had laid on his follow­
ers. They found that, as the world had become 
Christian, Christianity itself had become world­
ly; and, wearied and sorrowful, they besought 
of God to lay them down asleep again, crying 
out to those who followed them, “You have 
shown us many Heathen, who have given up 
their old idolatry, without gaining any thing 
better in its room; many who are of no religion 
at all; and many with whom the religion of 
Christ is no more than a cloak of licentiousness ; 
but where, where are the Christians? And 
thus they returned to their cave; and there 
God had compassion on them, releasing them, 
once for all, from that world for whose reproof 
their days had been lengthened, and removing 
their souls to the society of their ancient friends 
and pastors, the martyrs and saints of an earlier 
and a better generation.
“THEIR WORKS DO FOLLOW THEM.”
What a sweet text is this to the Christian.— 
What encouragement does it afford to acts of 
usefulness. The devoted Christian lives to do 
good. This is his meatand his drink.— His de­
sires to benefit his fellow creatures, and exalt 
God’s name in the earth, are intense, and some­
times even agonizing; and nothing is more dis­
tressing to his heart than the thoughts of being 
useless in the cause of God. When he sees 
how much is to be done to establish the reign 
of righteousness in this wicked world, when he 
sees how many opposing influences there are in 
organized action, it is an unspeakable consola­
tion to him to reflect that when life is ended his 
influence is not ended. His pious example lives 
in the memory of all with whom he had inter­
course, and sheds a sweet fragrance there. The 
souls that, through his faithfulness were won to 
God, long after he is laid in the grave, arc 
leading hundreds of others to the Saviour.— 
They, in their turn, persuade thousands to love 
and serve God, these thousands, millions, and so 
on to the end of time; so that the amount of 
good that every faithful Christian has been the
means ot doing, will never be known till that 
great day when all things will be revealed, when 
all the happy effects of the prayers, cares, and 
labors, of the righteous, will be made known to 
their own astonishment. Not till then will they 
comprehend the length and breadth of the text, 
“their works do follow them.”
“Their works do follow them"—What words 
of awful import should these be to the ungodly. 
What powerful motives are here presented to 
deter from acts of wickedness. When the sin­
ner dies, his works are not finished!—nor is the 
cup of his iniquity full!—He may have been 
moral or even amiable, yet by his irreligious 
life; the very influence of all his virtues is turn­
ed against religion.—The awakened sinner says 
that man is better without religion than some 
that make high professions. If I am as good as 
he I shall do pretty well. So he grieves the 
Spirit, and cries peace, peace, when “sudden 
destruction is at hand.”
And O, what a dreadful catalogue of evil 
works will stare those in the face, who have 
prostituted the most shining talents, and the 
most brilliant parts, to the service of the wick­
ed one. How will the thousands of lost spirits 
rise up in that awful day as swift witnesses against 
Paine, Voltaire, and other infidel writers, while 
the dreadful effects of their crimes and the wide 
spread devastation caused by their wicked books 
will display in living characters, the righteous­
ness of the doom passed upon them! Impeni­
tent sinner, think, O think of these awful words, 
“their works do follow them.”—Morn. Star.
“BEWARE OF THYSELF.”
How loudly does the affecting story of St. 
Peter's fault speak to us in the words of the apos­
tle, “Let him that thinketh he standeth, take 
heed lest he fall. Peter professed the warmest 
zeal: and gave his Lord repeated, and no doubt 
very sincere assurances of the firmest resolu­
tion in his cause , and yet, except Judas the 
traitor, none of his brethren fell as low as he.— 
But a few hours before, he had been with 
Christ at the sacred table, and had heard from 
his own lips those gracious discourses, which, as 
echoed back from his word, do still strike so 
strongly' on the heart of every true believer.— 
He had just seen those words remarkably, and 
even miraculously verified, that “Jesus having 
loved his own ‘that were in the world, loved 
them to the end.” How reasonably then might 
it have been expected, that his own should also 
have continued their most zealous and constant 
affection to him! But Peter, who, if possible, 
was more than doubly his as a disciple, as an 
apostle, and as a distinguished intimate, most 
shamefully denies him ; and that not only once, 
but a second, yea and a third time, even with 
oaths and curses, as if he would, by that dia­
bolical language, give a sensible proof that, he 
did not belong to Christ; on 1 who indeed that 
had heard it, would have imagined that he did ? 
Nay, to aggravate it yet further, it was done in 
the presence of the other disciples, and even of 
Christ himself, who surely was much more pain- ’ 
fully wounded by the perfidiousness of Peter, 
than by all the rage and fury of his enemies.— 
“Lord, what is man!” What is our boasted 
strength but weakness ! and, if we are left to 
ourselves, how do our most solemn resolutions 
melt like snow before the sun ! “Be thou surety 
for thy servants for good!”
“The Lord turned and looked upon Peter.”— 
So may he graciously look upon us, if we at 
any time, make any approach towards the like 
sin! May he look upon us with a glance that 
shall penetrate our hearts, and cause floods of 
penitential sorrow to flow forth! “Peter went 
out and wept bitterly.” He quitted that dan­
gerous scene where temptation had met and 
vanquished him; and chose retirement and sol­
itude, to give vent to his overflowing soul.— 
Thus may we recover ourselves, or rather, thus 
may we be recovered by divine grace, from those 
slips and falls, which in this frail state we shall 
often be making! Let us retire from the busi­
ness and snares of life, that we may attend to 
the voice of conscience, and of God speaking 
by it; and may so taste the “wormwood and the 
gall,” that our souls may long have them in re­
membrance. To conclude—let us express the 
sincerity of our godly sorrow, by a more cau­
tious and resolute guard against the occasion 
of sin, it we would not be found to trifle with 
God, when we pray that he “would not lead us 
into temptation, but would deliver us from evil.” 
—Doddridge.
PROGRESS OF POPERY.
The Rev. Edward Bickersteth, the author of 
the excellent treatise on prayer, and some other 
works, has recently published a pamphlet on 
this subject,which is designed as introductory to 
a volume entitled ‘‘The Testimony of Reformers." 
He states the following facts; which cannot but 
be regarded with a deep and fearful interest:
“Abour forty yearssince,” says Mr. B., “there 
were but thirty chapels in Great Britain. In 
the year 1835 there were five hundred and ten: 
in England four hundred and twenty-one, and 
in Scotland eighty-nine. In that year eleven 
new ones have been built. In Dover, and also 
in Kidderminster a Protestant chapel has been 
converted into a Papal chapel. They will, with 
praiseworthy zeal, if it were in a right cause, 
build a chapel where they have not a dozen 
members and this will soon be filled, by the zeal 
of those members, from the neighborhood.— 
There are said to be now seven hundred eccle­
siastics in this island, [jE.nglandJ, and they 
have resorted in Staffordshire to preaching in 
the open air.” How such statements as these 
should put to shame the cold indifference and 
sluggish inactivity of nominal Protestants! How 
ought not we, who really protest against Popery 
and feel and know the Gospel, to be stirred up 
by them to unwearied assiduity, and to greater 
exertions.
It has been very pertinently asked in view of 
this state of things, “Is Popery increasing 
where the Irish emigrants are not increasing? 
It is increasing where libertinism and latitudin- 
arianism are not increasing? It is inci easing
where a dreary cold system of heathensh mor 
ality is not substituted in the pulpit for he 
awakening heart-inspiring doctrines of the
“The great means,” remarks Mr- 
“of extricating ourselves from our difhcu i 
to press every where, as the Reformers, Tyn- 
dah Bradford, Cranmer,Ridley, Latimer Jewel 
lbrnn &c (not to say even Knox and Bale) 
d,J, ,,’mply the pure faithful Gospel message
p end’s love to the world in salvation, by Jes- 
u affine and through faith in His blood. This 
is the foundation—let this foundation stand 
prominent and distinct. The wood, hay, and 
stubble of man’s invention will never stand the 
fiery trial that is coming. Let this be our dis­
tinguishing characteristic as a Church: a full 
free, distinct, constant proclamation of the sav­
ing name of Jesus Christ. Ihe Church of Eng­
land in her accredited formularies, has this 
foundation clear and manifest, and while we 
bend our strength for the maintenance or this, 
God will be with us, and support us in, and 
carry us through all our difficulties, and His peo­
ple will be drawn around us and multiplied. — 
Southern Churchman.
For the Gambier Observer.
Centerfield, ( N. York,) 23d July 1836.
Mr. Editor,—As a patron of your paper 
and a member of the Protestant Episcopal com­
munion, I must beg the indulgence, through 
the medium of your columns, to protest against 
tins doctrines laid down in a certain selection 
from the “Episcopal Watchmanwhich you 
have so far endorsed as to give it a place in your 
paper, of the 6th instant, without comment or 
qualification.*
The question propounded to the editor of the 
Watchman was “whether Episcopalians may 
lawfully consent to have their churches occa­
sionally occupied by other denominations.”
He replies that an explicit answer is contain­
ed in the 36th canon of the general convention, 
which he gives in the following words:—“No 
person shall be permitted to officiate in any con­
gregation of this Church, without first produc­
ing the evidence of his being a minister there­
of, to the minister, or, in case of vacancy or ab­
sence to the Church Wardens, Vestrymen, or 
Trustees of the congregation.”
Now, Mr. Editor, can any person, possessing 
even a modicum of common sense, read the 
above question and canon, with the attention to 
which the subject is entitled, and not perceive 
that the question is no more answered by the 
canon than it would be by an extract from the 
koran of Mahomet?
The question is, may other denominations oc­
casionally have the use of our church edifices'?— 
i. e. may the minister and people or congrega­
tion of a dissenting or Methodist Society, not 
having a house of their own, be, by Christian 
courtesy, permitted to hold a religious meeting 
and perform divine worship according to their 
own usages in one of our church edifices ?
The answer is, no person except a minister 
of our Church shall be permitted to officiate in 
uny congregation of our Church.
And what does “congregation of our church” 
mean? can any man in his senses say that the 
act of convening a presbyterian congregation 
in an Episcopal edifice has so much of the ma­
gic of transubstantiation in it as to convert this 
flock of puritans, soul and body, into a congre­
gation of 1 formal)' “bigoted," “exclusive” episco­
palians? As correctly would I answer you,sir, 
to the time of day by telling you the distance 
to Boston, as the canon quoted answers the 
question at issue.
But, says some astute brother,—whose piety 
consists in his churehmanship, and who has un­
fortunately mistaken exclusiveness for zeal;—if 
the 36th canon does not exclude other denomi­
nations from our churches,arc theynot neverthe­
less, expressly or impliedly excluded by the 
canons or ritual of the church?
I answer, that, by a diligent and careful ex­
amination, I have been unable (o find any thing 
more to his purpose than our quondam editor has 
found in his favorite canon.
But are not our edifices, by their consecra­
tion, set apart exclusively to tho worship of God 
according to the canons and liturgy of the Protes­
tant Episcopal church ?
I answer, No. Not by our ritual. It is true 
that those believe so who learn their episcopali­
anism from the dissenters, instead of learning it 
from the book of “Common Prayer." But let 
them come home and learn of the church and 
they will be convinced of their error. They 
will learn, it is true, that, by the consecration 
service, our houses are “separated from all un­
hallowed, worldly and common uses,” and “set 
apart Jor the performance of the several offices of 
religious worship.”
Anu what, sir, could be more proper ?—What 
could be more in accordance with religious tol­
eration and Christian charity?—It is exactly 
like our beloved church, in her every feature. 
It can neither be wrested to his purpose on the 
one hand by the bigot, or on the other by the 
disorganizer:—It closes the door against all 
profane or worldly uses, and opens it to what?— 
Not to Episcopalianism, nor any other ism, ex­
clusively'.—But, upon the broad ground of Chris­
tian benevolence, to the worship of Almigh­
ty God.
But, sir, I would by no means insinuate that 
your brother editor is destitute of Christian 
principle. He says that the true rule of con­
duct in this matter is, to adhere to that general 
principle which applies in all cases of equity, 
‘to do to others as we would have others do to 
us.’ ” After having been so unfortunate as to 
differ with him in the main, I can assure you 
lam very happy to unite with him, in his last 
paragraph, in adopting the golden rule of our 
blessed Saviour. And with this let us go to our 
Reverend Clergy,—especially the Bishops and 
Missionaries',—let us ask their opinion and their 
practice-,—let us enquire if they e>'er, by cour­
tesy, hold confirmations in dissenting meeting­
houses ?—Do they ever perform divine service 
and take the incipient steps for the organization 
of an Episcopal society in a Methodist chap­
el?—And to their decision, like true Church­
men, let us submit. Charity.
* We do not profess to be governed by the rule, here im­
plied by our correspondent.—We are never to be under­
stood as endorsing the sentiments furnished by correspon­
dents, unless we say so. Ed. Ob.
From the Gospel Messenger.
The following is no doubt the last article ‘furnished by
tire venerable presiding bishop, for any journal of the 
Church, before being called from the field of his earthly la­
bors :—
To the Editors of the Protestant Episcopalian. 
Gentlemen.
If you should judge that the following will 
contribute to the object of your periodical, it is 
presented to you for publication.
OF THE WANDERING OF THE MIND IN 
PRAYER.
Of all the frailties which sincere Christians la­
ment; and of which th ey frequently complain, 
perhaps there is one so prominent, as that of the 
wandering of the mind in prayer. Accordingly, 
a few remarks, to be expressed with brevity, 
may be not only of profitable recollection, but 
proper with useful hints to be presented, on the 
occurrence of the subject in confidential con­
versation.
Whatever may be the degree of laxity in this 
matter, it has begun in the personal and private 
exercise of devotion. Therefore, the remedy 
of the evil requires the taking of it at this its 
source. The correcting of it there, can not fail 
to be felt in the public services of the church. 
They shall therefore be put out of view in the 
present exercise, the sense of which may gener­
ally be applied to the latter subject, no less than 
to the other.
The first suggestion is the fixing of the mind 
on the sense of the prayer; not only the general 
use of it, but that of each clause in its proper 
place. Even in this kind of prayer, there will 
be use in being governed by forms prescribed 
to ourselves, written or printed, or conceived 
and committed to memory. It cannot but be a 
help to the praying with the understanding.
Next, let there be a desire of the heart rest­
ing on the things to be prayed for. By this is 
meant, not an affection of the mind, excited by 
some occasional event, which, however suitable 
at the time, or to the then present state of the 
party, may be temporary, like the cause of it; 
but habitual desire, descriptive of the inward 
character. Such preparation can only be the 
fruit of frequent meditations on the subjects 
which it is fit to bring steadily before the great 
Being, “to whom all hearts are open, all desires 
known.”
While the said two particulars are faithfully 
acted on, it may be well to disregard all en­
deavors for the excitement of those animal feel­
ings which depend on the ebbing and flowing 
of the spirits—in some measure on the state of 
the atmosphere—and much on the variety of 
organization in the bodies of different persons. 
It is the cause of much sin, that some judge of 
their religious states, by their feelings of this 
sort, which may eventuate, either in unwarran­
table comfort, and even extacy, or in a depth 
of sorrow, excluding the consolations of the 
gospel. The said feelings are no tests of spir­
itual character; and how little they are depen­
dant on human will, may be sometimes seen in 
occurrences having no connexion with religion, 
in which there are sufficient motives for the de­
siring of such emotions, while all endeavors for 
the excitement of them are vain. That with­
out preceding intention, they will occasionally 
be presented, there can be no doubt. Whr»t is 
objected to, is the making of them the test of 
a religious state. This is evident in cases of 
persons unquestionably in deep distress, but 
complaining that they cannot possess the feel­
ings which issue in tears.
It will be a help in prayer, before entry on it 
to make a pause, for the fixing of the mind on 
the character of the grea-t being to be address­
ed, especially on his having vouchsafed to re­
veal himself to us as the “hearer of prayer.”— 
In several branches of it also, as far as is possi­
ble without an unseasonable suspension of the 
train of thought, there should be a direction of 
the mind to the peculiar attributes on which the 
request is to be bottomed, especially in invoking 
the name of God. In the use of the prayers 
of our liturgy, we are aided in this, by the cir­
cumstance, that they generally begin with the 
matter which has been recommended. It 
clothes the service with one of the most conspi­
cuous ofits excellencies, and is well worthy of 
being imitated in the conducting of personal 
prayer.
Let no morning be begun, and no evening 
concluded, without a self-dedication to Him 
who “holdeth our feet in life.” It would be an 
error to dispense with this, where family prayer 
is apart of domestic arrangement as it ought 
to be always. There will be calls for personal 
supplications, suited to the consciousness of the 
party. And in regard to all, since on any com­
mitting of themselves to sleep, they know not 
whether they shall see the light of another day, 
nor in the event of this, what dangers, tempo­
ral or spiritual are to assail them,—there will 
always be special calls for prayer, suited to the 
two periods of time referred to.
In the course of every day on the occur­
rence of any incident interesting to the feelings 
it will very much cherish a devout spirit, and of 
course be a check to the wandering of thought, 
to be in the habit of elevating the heart to the 
great oidainer of what happens. There have 
been some pious persons, who have accustom­
ed themselves to certain hours during the dajr 
when they have retired for the keeping up of 
communion with their God. This may beeom- 
niendable in those so situated as that it will not 
interfere with duties lying on them as imperious 
as that of prayer; but it cannot be enjoined on 
the greater number of professors, who must ei­
ther suspend those duties, or discharge the 
other in away liable to ostentation.
Let there be submission to the divine will,as to 
the granting or withholding of things prayed 
for, although not to the lessening of confidence 
in the promise—“if ye, being evil, know how to 
give good gifts to your children, how much 
more shall your heavenly Father give his Holy 
Spirit to them that ask him?” It has exclu- 
sively a reference to the aids of the Holy Spirit 
which are never withheld for the furtherance in 
all goodness, to the effect being dependantly on 
our improvement of them. But in respect to 
temporal mercies, the submission can not be too 
unreserved especially as we know not how far 
the denial of them may be for our greater good; 
and whether, under the appearance of “ bread 
or of a fig,” we may not be asking for a “stone 
or a serpent.” This act of submission will help 
to the erecting of a barrier against intrusive 
thoughts.
Far from us be the unauthorised expectation
entertained by some, of an emotion of the mind 
construed to be the evidence of the granting of 
the prayer. The looking out for this has a ten­
dency to the wandering, for which the present 
exercise is intended to be a corrective. Such 
supposed evidence has been an incitement to 
crimes of the deepest dye. Independently of 
this, ifit be looked to in any concern, subject­
ed rather to discretion governing itself by exist­
ing circumstances, it may lead to much error 
in conduct. It has also the danger attendant 
on it that the petitioner can never know in what 
degree his wishes may have insensibly caused 
the result to which he believes himself to 
have looked for^a divine determination. So far 
as regards those sacred influences,which main­
tain the mind in a frame the most favorable to 
the operations ol the reasoning faculty, there 
will always be call for prayer, and always a 
benefit desirable from it.
It will be no small help, sometimes to bring 
the delinquency io question before God in pray­
er, with penitence especially directed to the ob­
ject. The being aware of the penalty will be 
a check to the incurring of it.
In aid of all these expedients, desirable fruit 
will result from them if we should be thereby 
led to humble ourselves in our own eyes, there 
being thus manifested to us the heavy drawback 
from our attainments, whatever they may be : 
and even if these be not overrated, the impress­
ing on us of the counsel—“when he have done 
all,say we are unprofitable servants.
Gracious Father, from whom all holy desires 
all good counsels and all just works do proceed 
enable us always to address thee under the in­
fluence of these cautions; however imperfectly 
displayed; and from my mouth may they be 
profitable to others, as occasions may occur for 
the presenting of them. Amen.
1 W. W.
From the Christian Intelligencer.
A RECENT SCENE ON THE SOUTH-WEST­
ERN BORDER.
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT IN THE ‘FAR WEST.’
How varied are the trials of life—and how 
differently are they borne by individuals—there 
is scarcely a trouble that can befal us in this 
chequered world, but by looking around upon 
the situation of our fellow mortals, we may see 
those who are worse off than ourselves, and find 
in the fact some exciting cause for checking 
our murmurs—prompting us to gratitude and 
quiet submission to the will of our heavenly fa­
ther, who does not willingly afflict nor grieve the 
children of men.
I visited a few days ago, a distressed family 
from Texas, who had been driven from their 
home during the recent troubles in that prov­
ince.
They stated, that at the little village where 
they had been located, there came a sudden ru­
mor that “the Mexicans and Indians were coming 
upon them.” These appalling tidings caused 
them quickly to harness up a small one horse 
cart, in which they hastily threw a few articles 
near at hand, and the man, placing his wife and 
three little ones in it, hurried with all possible 
speed towards the borders of the Sabine river. 
Ere they reached the intended point the horse 
gave uul, «»«.-.l Fhojr wprp pnmppllpil tr, Ipavfi 
what they could not conveniently carry, and 
pursue the rest of their journey on foot. With 
palpitating hearts and exhausted frames, they 
travelled on, bearing their little ones with them 
—through one of the roughest parts of that 
district of country—and after crossing the Sa­
bine, felt their minds somewhat relieved of fear 
from the enemy. The tender ages of the chil­
dren, however, was but illy suited to such a 
journey, and their helplessness occasioned the 
terror stricken parents the greatest solicitude 
on their behalf—they were severally of the 
ages of 6 and 4 years, and 4 months. Thus 
were these helpless ones exposed to all the 
chilling damps of night, and the poisonous rep­
tiles which so abound in this region—haying 
only a blanket to cover the earth, which was 
their bed, and another, stretched upon poles for 
their covering. The mother too, from her de­
bilitated state, was unable to furnish the ne­
cessary sustenance provided by nature, for her 
infant. All these difficulties must naturally 
have pressed upon her heart, when she reflected 
upon the uncertainty of obtaining relief—and 
produced in the minds of the sorrowful parents 
the deepest solicitude.
Long and tedious was the journey they trav­
elled, yet they proceeded on, till they finally 
came to a small log cabin which stood vacant 
in the midst of the forest, and about one mile 
distant from Fort Jesup. Here, in this seclud­
ed spot, they felt secure from the murderou^ 
weapon, and hoped to be able, by writing to 
their friends in Alabama, to obtain relief for 
their children. As for themselves, they were 
so completely worn out that they expected to 
die, before an answer could be received to their 
communication. Here, fatigued and weary, 
they spread their blanket on the floor—thankful 
for a place of security, and a shelter from the 
storm.
On entering the cabin, I found there a soldi­
er’s wife, from the garrison, who had been drawn 
thither by compassion, and who was engaged 
in shaking up a pallet of straw, while the 
sick and emaciated woman, was betimes, 
lying upon a quilt. The husband, a man, 25 
years of age, was sitting upon an old rush 
bottomed chair, supporting his head upon 
a staff which he held in his hands—he appeared 
almost ready to drop into the grave—he at­
tempted to rise but was scarcely able to do 
so; from his exposure he had taken a violent 
cold, which produced bleeding from his lungs, 
and a cough so severe that he could not lie 
down. The two eldest children, a boy and girl 
were standing in a corner of the fire-place, 
clean but coarsely dressed—gazing with appa­
rent anxiety, at their sick mother, of whose 
fostering care they were so soon to be deprived. 
A person going in by accident the day previous 
found the little daughter, 6 years old endeavor­
ing to still the cries of the infant, by feeding 
it with a roasted potatoe, moistened with the 
oil, pressed from a piece of salted pork. The 
babe was sent to the Fort, and placed in charge 
of a careful woman.
Here was a heart melting scene; and seating 
myself upon a low bench,by the side of the sick 
woman, I made some enquiries concerning her 
health, &c. Expressing a wish to have them 
removed to a more desirable place, where their
comfort and wants could be better attended to. 
They both immediately replied: expressing their 
thanks; 'saying they were very' comfortable 
where they were—that their wants were few— 
and the man remarked, that his wife needed but 
a little attention, which he was unable to render 
her from his own feeble state—but their two 
eldest were quite handy, the little boy, said he, 
brings us water, and chips to kindle the fire, 
and our little girl watches her mother’s wants, 
and takes care of the baby. I remarked to them 
that I hoped they looked to Ilim, who is alone 
able to help efficiently in times of trouble—and 
could impart such relief as was not in the pow­
er of man to bestow. The poor woman replied 
with fervor, (while the tears gushed from the 
eyes of her husband,)—“Oh Yes—I do entirely 
rely on His mercy, and have from the first been 
enabled to cast myself upon the arms of my Sa­
viour. I feel perfectly resigned to the will of 
God.”
In advising her to try and divest herself of all 
undue anxiety she might feel in leaving her 
children among strangers, and to compose her­
self as much as possible, for the trying hour 
that seemed approaching, she looked calmly in 
my face, and with a placid countenance, replied 
“I have no fear on the subject, the same kind 
hand which has sustained me hitherto, I am 
convinced will provide for my children: I know 
Fie will take care of them.” They were asked 
if both of them were professing Christians; the 
husband readily answered, “Only her, she has 
been a member of the Baptist church since she 
was quite young, and used constantly to attend 
when we lived in Alabama, but during the two 
years we have resided in Texas we have never 
heard a sermon, nor scarcely seen a person call­
ing himself a Christian.” She seemed much de­
lighted with some religious tracts that were giv­
en to her, and pressing them to her bosom, rais­
ed her eyes in gratitude to heaven. After some 
further satisfactory conversation with her, I 
bade her farewell, intending to call and see her 
again.
Two days after this interview she breathed 
her last, apparently in the full and joyful hope 
of a glorious immortality, through the merits of 
her Redeemer. And the last words she was 
heard to utter distinctly were, “Jesus, Master, 
receive me.”
Her remains were decently interred near the 
spot where she resigned her spirit, and the sor­
rowing husband, (with his little motherless chil­
dren) was assisted in his desire to see her body 
deposited in the tomb, by the surgeon of the 
post, who had kindly administered to her dur­
ing her late sickness; they were also accompa­
nied by some of the ladies of the garrison, and 
the mother s grave in the wilderness, was cover­
ed by the hands of the benevolent soldier.
In the above, who does not perceive the effi­
ciency there is in the grace of God, to sustain us 
under the darkest and heaviest afflictions, and 
an instructive lesson is carried home to the heart. 
How consoling is it to the Christian, that there 
is another and a better world. A life beyond 
the grave—a life that never ends,—a calm and 
a happy Home, whose peace shall remain un­
broken—a Rest that shall never be disturbed, 
but where all shall be quietness and assurance 
for ever. Mary.
Fort Jesup, La. June, ffflli 1836.
From the Churchman. 
BISHOP WHITE.
HIS AUTOBIOGRAPHY.
Mr. Editor,—In compliance with your re­
quest, I furnish the following extracts from ori­
ginal manuscripts of Bishop White, now in 
my possession. They were kindly and very 
promptly furnished by him, in answer to cer­
tain queries which I proposed, when engaged 
in preparing the Sketch of his Life and Char­
acter, published in the National Portrait Galle­
ry-
And in the first place, I improve the oppor­
tunity now afforded, to reconcile some apparent 
contradictions, in relation to the period of his 
birth. In the brief biographical notice, in the 
Churchman’s Almanac for 1835, I have stated, 
that he was born at Philadelphia, March 24th, 
1747, and in the Portrait Gallery 1 say. “in the 
year 1747, (March 24th, old style, but April 
4th, by the change of style.”) The Bishop thus 
explains this point. “ It depended on a few 
hours, whether I should be born in 1747, or 
1748; being a man of the old style, which 
began the year on the 25th of March, and I 
came into the world on the 24th. This brings 
my birthday to the 4th of April.” The date 
of the Bishop’s birth, therefore, is March 24th 
1747, old style, or April 4th, 1748, new style.
“At the age of seven,” says he, “I was trans­
ferred from the school of a mistress, to the Eng­
lish school of the newly erected College of 
Philadelphia, of which my father was a trustee; 
having been so from the beginning of the insti­
tution, under the name of an academy. The 
master of the school was Mr. Ebenezer Kin-' 
nersley, who often appears in the works of Dr. 
Franklin, as a co-operator w ith him in his elec­
trical experiments. At about the age of ten 
years, I went into the Latin school, under the 
mastership of Mr. Paul Jackson, a man consid­
ered as possessed of a fine genius and of classi­
cal attainments.”
Both in his answers to my queries, and in an 
autobiography, inscribed to Bishop Hobart, he 
enters into some details, which have now ac­
quired a peculiar interest, from the fact of his 
demise—consecrating, as it does, all that he has 
left behind him. He frankly and explicitly re­
cords, with his characteristic precision, many 
memorable incidents of his early years, while 
engaged in his elementary studies.
Of his college course, he says, “I was three 
years in the institution, (the College of Phila­
delphia;) my pupilage ending on my birthday, 
in 1765; which was the last day of the exami­
nations, although a month before the Commence­
ment. The Provost and the Vice-Provost were
Dr. William Smith, and Dr. Francis Alison__
At the juncture of my entering of College, the 
former embarked for England, on his well con­
ducted and successful mission of collecting for 
it. His place was supplied during two of my 
collegiate years by Mr. (since Dr.) Ewina ■ but 
the Provost returned at the beginningVf mv 
third year.” ” 7
Of Dr. Alison he speaks, in terms of great 
esteem and admiration, as “a man of sterling in­
tegrity, of sincere and rational piety in the Pres­
byterian communion, and of exemplary gener­
osity and placability.” 4 7
regard to his choice of a profession, he 
says : “It may be recorded with truth, but let 
it be with humility, and with sorrow for innu­
merable failures, and for the having fallen far 
short of what was due to the advantages enjoy­
ed, that there is not recollected any portion of 
my life, during which I was altogether regard­
less of the obligations of religion, or neglect­
ful of the duty of prayer. ’ His mother’s pi. 
ous assiduity first turned his thoughts to seriom 
things, and “my earliest religious impressions,” 
he remarks, “ were the fruit of her instruc­
tion.”
“But in about the middle of my sixteenth 
year, there occurred some circumstances, par­
ticularly the decease of an amiable young lady 
of my own age, but in whom I had not felt any 
further interest than that of an acquaintance of 
my sister. This event helped to give my mind 
a tendency to religious exercises and inquiries, 
which were also promoted by its being under- 
stood, that a visit was to be expected from the 
Rev. George Whitefield. His former visits had 
been principally before my birth, and the last 
of them had been, when I was too young to re­
tain the recollection even of his person. His 
coming at this time, caused religion to be more 
than commonly a subject of conversation; and 
this added to the existing tendency of my mind. 
I heard him, with great delight in his wonder­
ful elocution; although informed, that it was 
greatly impaired by the state of his health, 
which evidently affected his throat, and swelled 
his person, which was reported to be naturally 
slender. Under this disadvantage, his force of 
emphasis, and the melodies of his tones and ca­
dences excelled what I have witnessed in any 
other person. It is a proof, how much depends 
on the mechanical part of us, and on sympathy 
excited by occasional incidents, that although 
the preaching of Mr. Whitefield must have had 
the same general complexion, and have been at 
least as well considered as in former years, 
there was nothing seen under it, of those agi­
tations, which were still subjects of report.— 
Whether it were owing to this cause, or to my 
being otherwise fortified, I found myself in no 
danger of being one of his converts or disciples. 
The first consideration which weakened his au­
thority with me, was a comparison of his obli­
gations assumed at ordination, with his utter dis­
regard of them: a subject new to me, when his 
case presented it. Subsequently to this period, 
when I considered the controversy between the 
divines of the Church of England, and those of 
the puritan separation, although I disapproved 
of the scrupulousness of the latter, not without 
lamenting the unbending attitude of the form­
er, the relaxing of which would probably 
have broken the party, by detaching the hor.- 
est from the factious; yet there appeared to be 
respectability in the plea of conscientious refu­
sal.”
“That Mr. Whitefield had some expedient, 
reconciling to his mind his deviations, cannot 
reasonably be doubted. But in consideration 
of what he has said in print, of his having been 
led away by impressions and feelings, it is not 
uncharitable to class his case among the many, 
in which enthusiasm, consistently with general 
good intention, leads to results not consistent 
with moral obligation. Of the effect in former 
times, of his violation of the order of the 
Church, there was evidence in the many famil­
ies who were known to have been drawn from it, 
by becoming followers of his ministry. Facts 
also were related, which had a tendency to cau­
tion against the delusion of sudden impressions’ 
and violent agitations; it being remembered by 
many, that they had been subjects of such ex­
travagances, without any lasting effect on their 
religious state, or on their moral conduct; and 
of many others, that they bad been similarly af­
fected, and continued to be professors of reli­
gion, but of such a sort, as not to produce in 
me an inclination to resemble them.” “These 
things did not hinder the observing of some per­
sons of piety and consistent lives, who had le- 
ceived their first impressions under the display 
of the extraordinary elocution of Mr. White- 
field. That this was that engine, by which he 
wrought such wonders, must be evident to all 
who have perused his printed sermons.” “Of 
his disinterestedness, and of his generous affec­
tions, there is here entertained no doubt.”
The Bishop records also some further facts, 
in relation to this “celebrated man,” as he enti­
tles him; and particularly alludes to an inter­
view with him, at the dinner-table of a relative 
at Burlington, when Whitefield, “almost the on­
ly speaker, as was said to be common,” utter­
ed the following, among other startling expres­
sions : “In heaven, I expect to see Charles the 
First, Oliver Cromwell, and Archbishop Laud, 
singing hallelujahs together.” “He would not 
have said this,” observes the Bishop, “when he 
inveighed against Archbishop Tillotson, from 
the pulpit.”
Of his course of theological studies, compo­
sitions, and inquiries, from the time of his 
graduation, to that of his going to England, for 
holy orders, in October, 1770, he has left some 
interesting memoranda, and with his distin­
guishing meekness and humility he says : “that 
portion of my life, however, is now looked 
back on, as what might have been improved 
much more by literary cultivation; and thus 
have prevented the deficiences which have been 
the unavoidable result of a multiplicity of con­
cerns.”
When he arrived in England, “Dr. Richard 
lerricK was the Bishop of London, and of 
course the Diocesan of our churches in Ameri­
ca.” After examination by this Bishop’s Chap­
lain, he was ordained Deacon, with many oth­
ers, under letters dimissory, by Dr. Young, the 
Bishop of Norwich, at the Ember season of De­
cember, and in the royal chapel, of which the 
Bishop of London was Dean.
After receiving Deacons’ orders, he tarried 
in England about eighteen months, spending a 
part of his time with his father’s relatives, at 
Twickenham, a few miles from Westminster; 
and making many visits to the chief seats ot 
learning and science, and occasional excursions 
to other places of peculiar attraction. Among 
his friends and acquaintances in England, be­
side his aunts, (Mrs. White, and Mrs. Weeks,( 
he particularly mentions the Rev. George Cos­
tard, Mr. Benezet, Dr. Burroughs, of Magda­
len College, Oxford, Mr. Robert Carr and the 
Rev. Mr. Walker, of Worcester College, the 
Rev. Colston Carr, and also Dr. Kennicot, Dr. 
Goldsmith, and Dr. Samuel Johnson, the lexi’ 
cographer,
In April, 1772, he was ordained a Priest, 
by the Bishop of London, and two months af­
ter embarked for Philadelphia, where he arrived 
after a tedious passage, on the 19th of Septem­
ber.
He has left interesting notes, taken during his 
residence in England, which consist chiefly of 
his reminiscences of the distinguished persons 
with whom he met, and of his visits to the uni­
versities. J* F. S.
JVetu York, July 2f>th, 1836.
For the Gambier Observer.
WHAT CHRISTIAN WILL DO LIKEWISE.
Mr. J. H. an aged man inG—, Ohio, has been 
for several years a Tract visitor, when he resolv­
ed to collect the Tracts that had been distri­
buted, and supply a neighboring township, of 
which, in 1834, he visited every family, not one 
of whom, after his explanations, refused a Tract.
Encouraged, and moved by a view of their 
spiritual wants, he commenced with 1835, to 
visit every family in the township and supply 
them with Tracts once in two months. He 
found 106 persons who professed religion, that 
were living in neglect of some ot its plain duties.
Forty-five family altars were erected during the 
year, around which the morning and evening 
sacrifice is offered. Three day schools have 
been established, making four in all; besides 
two flourishing Sabbath schools; two Female 
Prayer-meetings ; two Maternal Associations? 
and a Temperance Society, embracing all the 
township except three families', and forty four with­
in the year profess to have found Christ. In 
view of this success, this aged Christian has re­
quested and been gratuitously supplied with 
Tracts, that he may in like manner visit other 
townships now very destitute of the means of 
grace, believing that God will still bless such 
efforts in the conversion of sinners to himself.
Question.—Suppose one Christian in every 
congregation should thus labor,how nearly would 
it double the efficiency of the whole Church 
of Christ? Who is responsible for such labors ?
“Lord, is it I?”
A VIGILANT TRACT DISTRIBUTER.
To Mr. J----- H------ofPittsburgh, the Amer­
ican Tract Society granted the last year, at 
several times, no less than 170,000 pages of 
Tracts. He is a merchant in the heart ot that 
great thorougfare with an extensive acquaint­
ance and experience as a Tract Distributer, and 
his report is truly an interesting document.
Among those to whom his distributions have 
been made are the crowds of individuals who 
follow the ratting and lumber business from the 
head waters of the Alleghany and Mononga­
hela rivers and their tributaries, many of whom 
live in the forests, and removed from any church 
—thousands of emigrants passing to all parts of 
the West; and among them many large German 
families and companies—an extensive German 
population around the city with their Sabbath 
schools—farmers, manufacturers, mechanics, 
innkeepers, boarding-houses, clergymen, mis­
sionaries, and pious ladies and gentlemen, trav­
eling to the West and South—officers and pas­
sengers on steam, canal, and other boats—teach­
ers and pupils of new Sabbath schools in differ­
ent parts of the country—African Sabbath 
schools, and an African Teniporanoo Society 
of 120 members—detachments of United States' 
troops stationed at, or passing through the city 
—inmates of State’s prison and county jails—on 
his own journies, the poor lad or family on the 
road-side or mountain top, stage drivers, waiters, 
hostlers, &c.—country merchants and others, 
passing the Sabbath at the City Hotels, &c. &c.
In all these cases he has given one or more 
Tracts as the occasion seemed to demand, im­
proving every suitable opportunity to add a word 
of Christian counsel, entreating the young espe­
cially, to read, reflect, and give their hearts to 
God. One farmer said his children at home 
regularly waited for his return, and would not 
go to rest till the Tract he carried them was
read. A clergyman gives most hearty thanks , , , . , , ...
for 1 racts in hu three congregations and four anJ zcal that has procuredfo’r it a c#lebrity r*rely attained
ftaDDatn scnools. Io persons 111 manufactories, by any literary journal ---- -------- . ..... ..
Tracts given on Saturday evening, have furnish-
nislied on the day following a rich repast. One 
neighborhood, where are many colliers, through 
a blessing on Tract distributions and other 
means have a flourishing Sabbath School;a!most 
all attend public worship, and now a new church 
is erected.
Besides these labors, this brother has sold 
nearly 200 Memoirs efPage, to excite others to 
duty, circulated a great number of Temperance 
documents, &c. lie says, “My means are not 
large; I do a good deal of business for a retail 
merchant, yet I find time, and that too without 
much if any injury to my business, to do some­
thing for the good cause.” At his request, 50,- 
000 pages more have just been granted that he 
may continue work.
Let every Christian ask himself, What am I 
doing by such means to bless my dying fellow- 
men to whom God is giving access, as I am ra­
pidly speeding my way to eternity?
PROFANE SWEARING.
General Washington said, “I am sorry to be 
informed that the foolish and wicked practice 
of profane cursing and swearing, a vice hereto­
fore little known in the American army, is 
growing into fashion. I hope the officers will, 
by example as well as influence, endeavour to 
check if, and that both they and the men will 
reflect that we can have little hope of the bless­
ing of Heaven on our arms, if we insult it by 
our impiety and folly; added to this, it is a vice, 
so mean and low, without any temptation, that 
evqry man of sense and character detests and 
despises it.”—Chr. Mirror.
CONVERSION OF A ROMAN PRIEST.
The Vindicator states that “the Romish cler­
gyman who was lately the priestly confessor 
among the family connexions of Charles Car- 
roll of Carrolton, has become disgusted with 
the wickedness of the Romish system, and es­
pecially that part of it connected with auricular 
confession. He has renounced Popery, and it 
is hoped that he is a changed character. It is 
understood that he has joined the Protestant 
Episcopal Church, and is now engaged in theo­
logical studies, preparatory to the duties of the 
gospel ministry, in communion with that denom 
ination.
To be in Christ is heaven below; and to be 
with Christ is heaven above.—Dyer.
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Woodward College and Highschool, Cincinnati.
A catalogue of this Institution, of which Dr. Aydelotte is 
President, has been recently sent us. Its present year is 
the first of its existence as a college. It possesses ample 
funds—the gift of its founder, William Woodward. An 
important feature of the institution is that many (for the 
coming session fifty J of its pupils are beneficiaries, by 
which, we suppose, are meant those who receive their tuition 
without charge.
The cost of living in Cincinnati will deter students from 
abroad, but to the people of Cincinnati the institution 
must prove an important and increasing benefit.
Vestrymen.
Sr. John’s Church, Lancaster,—The Missionary at 
this station has sent us the following account of the or­
ganization of the parish which has recently been formed 
there.
Be assured that 1 feel no little pleasure in being able at 
this time to send you an account of the organization of a 
parish in this place. The requisite number of signers of 
the,article of association having been obtained, a meeting 
was held on the 16th inst. Owing to the very small num­
ber of Episcopalians in Somerset, the friends in that place 
have united with this parish. A constitution was adopted 
and the following officers of the parish were elected.
Jas. R. Pearce j
Gabriel Carpenter,
John G. Willock,
Geo. F. Bull,
Samuel Weakly,
Levi Anderson,
Of these were designated, J. R. Pearce, Senior Warden, 
and G. Carpenter, Junior Warden.
John G. Willock was appointed Secretary, and John II. 
Tennent, Treasurer.
The name of our parish is to be called “The Parish op 
St. John’s Church, Lancaster.” We hope and pray that 
the same spirit of love and holy ardour for which the be­
loved disciple was so eminent, may also pervade this branch 
of the Church of Christ. The Church seems in every re­
spect to b e slowly yet steadily progressing. May the Lord 
send down his blessing upon us.
Yours respectfully, S. A. Bronson.
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I. Religious Communications. II. Miscellanies. III. 
Reviews of Books relating to Religion or Morals. 
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Select List of New Publications. VI. Re­
ligious Intelligence. VII. View of 
Public Affairs. VIII. Obituary.
TO BE REPUBLISHED MONTHLY,
BY RICHARD & GEORGE S. WOOD,
No. 261 Pearl Street, New York.
In proposing to revive the republieation of a work of 
such excellence, and which has been so long established, 
and so well known to the Christian public, to enlarge upon 
its merits would seem like calling in question their judg­
ment; and to many of them little more need be said, 
than that it is to be republished. But though so well known 
generally, there are, doubtless, some who have not had the 
privilege of becoming acquainted with it, to whom it may 
be proper to state some of its claims to their consideration 
and patronage.
It was commenced in London in 1802, and its projectors 
professed object was -io exciie mid cnerisn the affections 
of charity, piety, and fervent devotion, and to direct their 
fellow Christians in the path of truth and righteousness; 
to expose to deserved contempt and abhorrence the true 
features of libertinism and impiety ; to oppose the progress 
of lawless opinions, and the dissemination of doctrines and 
tenets which are hostile to piety, order, and general happi­
ness, and subversive of all morality;” though devoted to 
the interests of the Episcopal Church, “to avoid whatever 
might tend to lessen that Christian love which ought to 
unite the members of Christ of every denomination,” and 
“so to combine information upon general subjects with re­
ligious instruction, as to furnish such an interesting view of 
Religion, Literature, and Politics, free from the contami­
nation of false principles, as a Clergyman may without scru­
ple recommend to his parishioners, and a Christian safely 
introduce into his family.”
In accordance with these principles, which render its re- 
publication peculiarly appropriate at the present time, it is
Catholic in sentiment and evan­
gelical in spirit, even controversy when admitted into its 
columns, is managed with a view to persuade and conciliate 
rather than to excite sectarian animosity. Thus it com­
mends itself to every lover of scriptural truth, whatever 
may be his creed ; and perhaps few works could he found 
that would be more unexceptionable visitors to the firesides 
of the pious, or more profitable additions to the libraries of 
the clergy of every denomination.
For the correctness of these opinions, reference is made 
to some of the recommendations of it given when its re- 
publication was commencrd in this country some years since 
of which it is believed still to be worthy, and to the more 
recent testimonials in its favor here subjoined from mem­
bers of various religious persuasions.
The price, it will be perceived, is higher than that at 
which it has been heretofore published, and it is but proper 
to give the reasons for this. The publication of Periodi­
cal Works is generally attended with much trouble, vexa­
tion, and loss; and tl e repeated discontinuance of this one, 
has too clearly proved that the price,which was predicated 
upon the expectation of an extensive circulation, was in- 
sufficienfto remunerate the undertakers; on the contrary, 
in the last instance, their receipts did not even cover costs. 
As it is now proposed to reprint it in the same form as the 
London copy, instead of condensing it as was then done, 
the expense of printing will he still greater. Besides, a 
large circulation is not expected : nor, indeed, is a list of 
subscribers who, rightly appreciating its character, and sen­
sible of the loss the community has sustained by its discon­
tinuance, are willing to afford it a patronage that will en­
sure it a permanent republieation; and so far from being 
dismayed by its former failures, they think that there are 
enough such to justify them in the belief, that it can and 
will be sustained. To them they now appeal, and hope 
that they will not only contribute their own support to the 
undertaking, but that they will also bespeak for it the sup­
port of their friends. If they wish that this (probably the 
last) attempt shoul d not also fail, it is absolutely necessary 
that they should consent to support it at a price that will 
ensure its permanence; and, while so many works of an 
inferior chaiacter receive so liberal a support, it would re­
flect greatly upon the taste and feeling of the community, 
should the appeal in behalf of this be vain.
RECOMMENDATIONS.
The following short extracts are from recommendatory 
letters given to the former republishers of this work. They 
might have been greatly increased in number, but arc con­
sidered sufficient to show the high estimation in which it 
was then held.
“The Christian Observer enjoys high reputation for the 
talent with which it has been conducted, and for its uni­
form exhibition and defence of the distinguishing doc­
trines of the gospel.”—Rt. Rev. Bishop Hobart, D. D. of 
New York.
“Having been a subscriber to the American edition from 
its commencement, and possessed myself of all the antece­
dent volumes, I regretted exceedingly its discontinuance : 
for I am acquainted with no work of that description, ei­
ther in England or in this country, on which I set a great­
er value; and certainly have not an equal number of vol­
umes of human production in my library that 1 value so 
much. Its merits 1 need not detail. I will only add that 
its original objects appear to ine to have been kept steadily 
in view by its successive editors, and prosecuted with un­
common ability, zeal and discretion.”—Rev. James Mil­
nor, D. D. Rector of St. George's Church, New York.
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Its republieation was also recommended by the 
Rt. Rev. Bishops White, of Pennsylvania; Griswold, of 
the Eastern Diocess; Moore, of Virginia; Mcllvaine of 
Ohio. Hon. John Jay, President of the Am. Bible Soc. 
Rev. Messrs. Leonard Woods, D. D; Moses Stuart; Eben 
Porter, D. D; Prof, in the Theol. Sem. Andover. Rev. 
Samuel Miller, D. D. Prof, in the Theol. Sem. Pinceton. 
Rev. Edward D. Griffin, D. D. President of Williams 
College. Rev. Samuel Worcester, D. D. Cor. Secre­
tary of A. B. C. F. M. Rev. Joshua Huntington, D. D. 
Old South Church, Boston. Rev. Jedediah Morse, D. D. 
Congregational Church in Charlestown, Mass. Rev. 
Daniel Sharp, D. D. 3d Baptist Church, Boston.- Rev. 
Messrs. Thomas De Witt, D. D; John Knox, D. D. Re­
formed Dutch Church, New York. Rev. W. D. Snod­
grass, D. D. Murray St. (Presbyterian) Church N. Y.— 
Rev. George Upfold, D. D. St. .Thomas’ Church, New 
York. J. M. Mathews, D. D. South Dutch Church, N. 
Y. Rev. J. F. Schroeder, D. D. Trinity Church, N. Y. 
Rev. Manton Eastburn, D. D. Ascension Church, N. Y. 
Rev. Thomas Lyell, D. D. Christ Church, N. Y. Rev. 
Samuel II. Cox, D. D. Laight St. (Presbyterian) Church, 
New York. Rev. Archibald Maclay, D. D. Mulberry St- 
(Baptist) Church, N. Y. Rev. Charles Sommers, D. D. 
South Baptist Church, N. Y. Rev. Absalom Peters, D. 
D. Cor. Sec. A. H. M. S., &c. &c. &c.
How well it now deserves the foregoing encomiums may 
be judged by the following recommendations : —
Although some of the views which characterise the pages 
of the Christian Observer are, in my opinion, defective, 
yet, believing it to be, upon the whole, a faithful and use­
ful expou nder of Christian faith andduty, and to be well 
calculated to remove prejudices against the doctrines and 
worship of the Church of England, I cheerfully express 
the hope, that the republieation in this country of a period­
ical so long established and ably conducted, will be liberally 
sustained.
BENJAMIN T. ONDERDONK, Bishop 
of the Prot. Epis. Church in the State of New York. 
“I concur in this recommendation”
H. U. ONDERDONK, 
Bishop of Pennsylvania. 
Believing the Christian Observer to be still conducted 
with an ability and a devotion to its professed objects, that 
entitle it to the high character which it has heretofore sus­
tained, we coidialiy approve of its republieation, mid re­
commend it -to public patronage.
Rt. Rev. Bishop Griswold, D. D. of the Eastern Dio­
cess; Rev. Leonard Woods, D. D. Prof, in the Theol. 
Sem. Andover; Rev. Samuel Miller, D. D. Prof, in the 
Theol. Sem. Princeton; Rev. Edward D. Griffin, D. D. 
President of Williams College; Rev. Manton Eastburn, 
D. D. Ascension Church, New York; Rev. Thomas Ly­
ell, D.' D. Christ Church, N. Y; Rev. J. F. Schroeder, 
G- D. Trinity Church N. Y; Rev. Messrs. John Knox, 
D. D., lhomas De Witt, D. D., Reformed Dutch 
Church, New York; Rev. Thomas McAuley, D. D. Mur­
ray street Church; Rev. Edwin F. Hatfield, 7th Presby­
terian Church, New York; Rev. Charles Sommers, D. D. 
South Baptist Church, New York; Rev. Archibald Mac- 
lay, D. D. Mulberry St. (Baptist) Church N. Y.
New York, June 28th 1836.
CONDITIONS.
1. It will be printed oil good paper, and to correspond 
in the size of the page and type with the London edi­
tion .
2. The republicaton will commence with the January 
Number of this year; but the July Number will he issued 
first, and the previous Nos. simultaneously with the subse­
quent ones, or in as quick succession as can conveniently be 
done.
3. Although payment hereafter will be expected in ad­
vance, yet as tile undertaking may at present appear doubt­
ful to some, remittances will not be looked for until after 
the issuing of the July No.; the appearance of which may 
be considered as an assurance that a sufficient number of 
copies have been engaged to ensure its continuance. Sub­
scribers are requested, however, to send in their names as 
soon as possible, that the work may be commenced with as 
little delay as may be, which will he done as soon as a suf­
ficient number of copies are engaged to warrant the under­
taking; and as it is proposed to print but few more than 
the actual number engaged, if there should be any increase 
of demand, those who are late in their application may be 
disappointed.
4. Any person remitting the names of four suhscrlL—,
wifh —---- - -u —u- icveive a fifth copy,
without further charge.
PBICE, FIVE DOLLARS PER ANNUM, PAYABLE 
IN ADVANCE.
N. B. Subscribers, in ordering this work, are requested to 
write their names legibly and at full length ; adding the names 
of the town, county, §-c. of their reside nee. The Clergy and 
other professional characters, will also please affix their respec­
tive titles to their names, in order that their Nos. may be pro­
perly directed.
DIED,
On the 30th July. Juliet L. daughter of Thomas B. 
Fairchild, aged 16 months and 26 days.
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
Ordination.—On Sunday morning last, at St. Paul’s 
Church ill this city, the Right Rev. Bishop Griswold ad­
mitted Mr. --------- Packard, Mr. Charles Mason, Mr.
George Waters, and Mr. Wm. Henry Hoyt to the holy or­
der of Deacons. The candidates were presented, by the 
Rev. Mr. Stone, who also read prayers, and, assisted in 
the administration of the communion. The Bishop preach­
ed an appropriate discourse from 2nd Epistle to the Cor. 
4th chapter, 7th verse—“But we have this treasure in 
earthen vessels that the excellency of the power might be of 
God and not of us.”
On Sunday, July 10, an ordination was held by the Rt. 
Rev. Bishop Brownell, at Christ Church, Hartford, when 
Messrs. Amos B. Beach, George Benton, Edward J Dar- 
kin, and David II. Short, from the General Theological 
Seminary, were admitted to the order of Deacons. The 
candidates were presented by the Rev. Dr. Wheaton.
It is understood that Mr. Beach will take charge of the 
Church at East Haddam, Mr. Darkin, of that at Reading 
and Mr. Short of that at Danbury. Mr. Benton has it 
ir. view to join the Greek Mission.— Christian Witness.
The Rev. James W. Cook, assistant minister of St. 
George’s Church, New-York, has been unanimously elect­
ed Rector of Trinity Church, Southwark, vacant by the 
resignation of the Rev. Dr. Mead.—Epis. Rec.
Through the kindness of a Rev. brother, we have receiv­
ed the Journal of the Convention of the Protestant Epis­
copal Chuich in New Hampshire. 'Ihe Rev. Janies B, 
Howe presided, and A. Cady, Esq., was chosen Secretary. 
Rev. Messrs. Burroughs, Fowle, Howe and Chase, and 
Messrs. S. E. Watson. J. I’. Peirce, J. Hubbard, and N. 
Tucker, Esq., were elected delegates to the Gen. Conven­
tion. The Rev. Messrs. Burroughsand Chase, and Messrs. 
Upham, Cutts, and Watson, were elected to be the Stand­
ing Committee for the ensuing year. The abstract of Pa­
rochial reports shows that there are 314 communicants in 
the Church in that State, that there have been 53 baptized 
and 41 confirmed. There are five clergymen canonically 
resident. Rev. James B. Howe, Rev. Luman Foote, 
Rev. Robert Fowle, Rev. Moses B. Chase, Rev. Charles 
Burroughs.— Christian Witness.
Gv.\cv Church, New Bedford,—Was consecrated to 
the service of Almighty God, on Tuesday, the 12th inst., 
by the Rt. Rev. Bishop Griswold. The sentence of con­
secration was read by the Rev. Mr. West, of Newport__
Morning prayer by Rev. Mr. Stone, of Boston, assisted by 
Rev. Mr. Bristed, of Bristol, who read the lessons. The 
sermon was preached by the Bishop, from the Gospel ap­
pointed for such an occasion—the 2d chapter of John at 
the 13th verse. It was distinguished by the soundness of 
its positions, and the clear manner in which they were pre­
sented. Its adaptedness to the occasion, place, and other 
circumstances of its delivery, were such as the Bishop’s 
known judgment in selection has taught us always to ex­
pect. Besides those who assisted in the service on this oc • 
casion, there were present of the clergy, Rev. Messrs. 
Hathaway, Nash, Peck and Pratt, of Rhode Island; 
Goodwin, Hassard, Warland, and Howe, of Massachu­
setts; and the Rev. Mr. Elliot, of South Carolina. The 
church was filled to overflowing. I he music was selected 
with much taste, and executed appropriately, and with much 
animation.
The edifice is one of the most beautiful of Warren’s de­
signs in Gothic architecture, fifty-five by eighty feet in di­
mension; it contains ninety-six pews on the floor; has two
j towers,, one at each of the front corners, four windows on a 
I -irc* w’t\ alternate. buttresses surmounted with pinnacles.
1 he exterior is finished in imitation of stone, painted a 
dark gray color and smelted with sand. That which 
makes the strongest impression on entering, is its great 
neatness, and the beautiful correspondence of all its parts. 
The wood-work is for the most part painted in excellent 
imitation of the English oak. The trimmings of the pul­
pit, and desk are of purple velvet, and the covering of the 
pew cushions of the same color, as is also the painting of 
the interior of the pews. The aisles are nicely carpeted 
and the church furnished with a most beautiful chandelier 
and other lamps, a donation from a liberal, and interested 
member of the congregation. Of the organ, built by the 
Messrs. Hook of this city, and adapted in its style and 
painting to the architecture and finish of the church, we 
cannot speak with confidence from our own knowledge.— 
But our own taste certainly approved the verdict of more 
scientific judges, who all pronounced it a very superior and 
sweet toned instrument. Whole cost of land, building, or­
gan and furniture, about $16,000.
When we take into account the recent commencement of 
Episcopal services in this town, and the other untoward 
circumstances which in ordinary cases would have impeded 
such an enterprize, and then behold the steady success of 
the undertaking, and the delightful consummation which 
we have been permitted to witness, we cannot hut exclaim 
“This is the Lord’s doing, audit is marvellousin our eyes!” 
Much of commendation is due to our Rev. brother, by 
whom, under God, this flourishing congregation has been 
gathered, and built up to its present state of outward and 
spiritual prosperity and promise. To the people of his 
charge much credit is also due, for the spirit of zeal and 
liberality with which they have prosecuted this work. May 
that which they have lent to the Lord be repaid them, in 
rich and abundant spiritual blessings upon them and upon 
their children.— Christian Witness.
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY OF VIRGINIA.
The annual examination of the students of this institu­
tion took place at the Seminary on the 13th and 14th in­
stants.* The Bishop and assistant Bishop of the diocese 
were providentially prevented from being present during 
the exercises of this occasion. They were attended by 
Bishop Kemper, who addressed the students previously to 
the examination on the subject of Missions, especially 
in the destitute parts of our own country, and again on a 
subsequent occasion as will be seen in the sequel. Mrs. 
Hill from Athens was also on a visit to Alexandria at this 
time, much to the gratification of those who heard the 
statements made by her in conversation respecting the 
state of the Greek mission. We are pleased to find that 
her visit to this country has had the effect of exciting a 
new and, we trust, untiring zeal in behalf the mission to 
Greece.
Bishop Moore, though unable to be present at the exam­
ination, reached Alexandria on Saturday, the 16th inst. and 
held an ordination on Sunday.
At the close of the examination on Wednesday afternoon, 
the students and a considerable number of visiters assem­
bled to hear a valedictory address from a member of the 
class which has completed its studies, and a reply in the 
name of the students connected with the Seminary. The 
former was delivered by Dr. A. M. Marbury and the latter 
by Mr. T. Brown. The students were then favored with 
an address from Bishop Kemper, who no doubt expressed 
the general sentiment of the audience in declaring the gra­
tification which he had experienced from the addresses of 
the speakers. He referred also with approbation to the 
examinations which Ik? had previously attended, as hon­
orable both to the professors and students of the institution. 
He thought that the latter had laid a good foundation of 
theological learning, upon which they might proceed to 
build with advantage. The Bishop then proceeded with 
some appropriate remarks upon the missionary work, both 
at home and abroad, urging upon the students whom he 
addressed, the importance of laboring in a missionary spir­
it in whatever station it might please God to place them, 
whether in their own or a foreign land.
The annual meeting of the Alumni of the Theological 
Seminary of Virginia, commenced on Wednesday and 
continued on Thursday. Oh the latter day the sermon be­
fore this Society was preached in Christ Church, Alexan­
dria, by the Rev. George Adie, of Leesburg. The solemn 
vows of the ministry and responsibility which they brought 
upon the ministers of God, were affectionately set forth. 
The preacher urged his brethren to be faithful in their work, 
u.nj io ue guided in their performance of it bj the princi­
ples of the Church at whose altars they had made their 
vows of fidelity.
Sermons were also preached in Christ Church and St. 
Paul’s during the week of the examination, and the follow­
ing Sunday, by Bishop Kemper, Dr Henshaw, Messrs. E. 
C. McGuire, J. P. McGuire, Chesley and Stringfellow, 
Dana and Adams.
On Sunday morning Bishop Moore held an ordination 
in Christ Church, when Messrs. Thomas S. Savage, M. D. 
Alexander M. Marbury, M. D., Robert T. Northam, 
Lancelot B. Minor, Francis G. McGuire, John Payne and 
Julian E. Sawyer, were admitted to the order of deacons. 
All these gentlemen, with the exception of the last named, 
were members of the first class in the Theological Semina­
ry of Virginia, whose course of studies they have complet­
ed, and three of them have offered their services to the 
Board of Missions as Foreign Missionaries. Their desti­
nation will doubtless be officially made known in a short 
time by the Board.
On Sunday afternoon, in St. Paul’s Church, a confirma­
tion was held, when ten persons were confirmed.—Episco­
pal Recorder.
* The editor of the Recorder was present on the lat­
ter of these days, and for some days subsequently, and is 
thus enabled to present a brief notice of the proceedings.
Bishop McCoskry.—Our readers will see by a reference 
to a communication in another column, respecting the 
commencement of Bristol College, that the honorary de­
gree of the Doctor of Divinity has been conferred upon 
the Rt. Rev. Samuel A. McCoskry, Bishop of Michigan.— 
Episcopal Recorder.
Episcopal School of North Carolina—“Dr. Empie,” 
says the Raleigh Register, “has arrived in this city, and 
entered upon his duties as rector of the Episcopal School.”
Rev. Mr. Southgate—Intelligence has been received 
of the arrival of the Rev. Mr. Southgate at Havre, dated 
June 2, lie says, in relation to the work which he has in 
view, “I do believe that, if we are faithful, our labours will 
be the means of opening to the Church a wide and promis­
ing field. The more 1 contemplate it the more unworthy 
I feel to be engaged in so exalted an enterprise. But I 
rejoice that the work is not our own, but God’s. Though 
weak in ourselves we can endure all tilings through Christ 
strengthening us, and accomplish all things by his power.” 
—Episcopal Recorder.
Designation of Missionaries-—On Lord’s day even­
ing last, at the Old South church, the following persons 
were set apart as missionaries to the east, under the auspi­
ces of the American Board of Missions viz.—Rev. Joseph 
S. Travelli, of Philadelphia, and wife, from Pittsburgh, 
Penn. ; Rev. Matthew 15. Hope, of Armagh, Pa.; Rev. 
Samuel P. Robbins, Marietta, Ohio, and wife from En­
field, Connecticut. The services were singing and prayers; 
an address by Rev Mr. Anderson, one of the Secretaries, 
on the plans of the Board in regard to missions in the east; 
a farewell address to the audience by Rev. Mr. Hope, one 
of the Missionaries; and a closing address by the Rev. 
N. Murray, of Elizabethtown, N. J.—Boston Watch­
man.
Interesting Circumstance—At the late annual meet­
ing of the London Society for the promotion of Christian­
ity among the Jews, the following statement was made by 
the Rev. Daniel Wilson, or derived from communications 
received from his father, the Bishop of Calcutta.
In the visit of the Bishop to some of the Syrian 
Churches in his very extensive diocese, he had come to a 
place called Quoquin on the coast of Malabar, where lie 
met and was mostly received by settlements of black and 
white Jews. The black Jews traced their origin to the 
dispersion, and the white, he said, he supposed, were the 
descendants of Jews atul some half cast tribe. These 
Jews received him with the greatest respect; on his en­
trance to the town they lined both sides with lighted tor­
ches in their hands. Knowing the object of his journey, 
they requested him to deliver them an address or exhorta­
tion, which was a singular request from persons of their 
creed to a Christian Bishop. Finding that there was no 
difficulty attending the matter, he did address them, and 
went on to prove that Chiist, the Redeemer, whom they 
rejected, was the true and promised Messiah. To show 
this, he dwelt upon the prophecy of Daniel as to the seven­
ty weeks : he also quoted to them the prophecy of Hag-
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gai; he also explained to them that though now disporsed 
lor the rejection of Christ, that the time would ceme 
when they would be restored to God’s favor, for which he 
quoted the prophecies of Zechariah. The Jews, who lis­
tened to him throughout with the most profound attention
thanked him most cordially when he had concluded__
They withdrew the vail, and showed him their Hebrew Bi­
ble. They then prayed for him by name, and that he 
might be successful in the labor of lovg which was the ob­
ject of his journey. This singular and interesting circum­
stance, taken in connection with the statements in the 
report, showed that there was a movement among the Jews 
themselves, evincing an earnest desire to search the Gospel 
of Christ.— Christian Intelligencer.
The Diocese of Philadelphia has been divided, and a new 
see erected at Pittsburgh, for the western division. The 
Rt. Rev. Dr. Kenrick has been appointed by the Holy 
oee, bishop of the newly formed diocese, to reside at Pitts­
burg; and the Rev. John Hughes, whose talents as a wri­
ter, and eminent virtues as a priest have long ago won for 
him a title to this exalted dignity; is to be the coadjutor 
bishop and administrator of Philadelphia. We congratu­
late Philadelphia, and heartily rejoice with Pittsburg, on 
these auspicious nominations. — Catholic Telegraph. °
SUMMARY.
Ex-President Madison.—The Fredericksburgh Arena 
says, “We understand that he left, ready for the press, to 
which it will be forthwith given, a report of the proceedings 
of the convention, which formed the Federal Constitution 
taken at the time, with notes, &c., and a compendious his- 
tory of the events which led to the call of that convention. 
The work will make two large octavo volumes, and lie 
published simultaneously in this country and in England. 
It is hazarding little to say that no work of greater interest 
and importance ever issued from the American prets. His 
correspondence and other writings, will he published from 
time to time, and will constitute a mass of the most valua­
ble political literature in the language.”—New York Evan­
gelist.
Dr. Robley Duglinson, formerly a professor in the Vir­
ginia Universit y, and more recently in that of Maryland, 
has accepted the chair of Medicine and Medical Jurispru­
dence in the Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia.
Girard College.—Alexander D. Bache, Esq. Professor 
of Natural Philosophy in the University of Pennsylvania, 
is unanimously elected President of tlie Girard College for 
Orphans.—Epis. Recorder.
Fanny Wright in Philadelphia—Her lecture at Fair 
Mount on Sunday.—The Pennsylvania Sentinel of Mon­
day says; We understand that Fanny Wright yesterday 
attempted to deliver a lecture against the State Bank, but 
was prevented by the indignant populace. Foreign inter­
ference does not succeed in Pennsylvania.
Our readers are aware that the Mayor gave notice to the 
individual referred to that her lectures would not be per­
mitted as they would cause a riot. She, however, in the 
plentitude of her zeal, determined to defy the Mayor and 
the people announced that she would give a lecture at Fair 
Mount. She was received by a crowd af from 5 to 6,000 
people with great shouts and noise, but the shouts were not 
plaudits, and the noise was no music for a lady’s car. She 
approached the stand; but the commotion became so great 
that her friends interfered, and induced her to return to her 
carriage. After her departure, the crowd peaceably separ­
ated.
The insolent attempt on the part of a foreign female strol­
ler, to denounce our institution would have been bad enough 
at any time and under any circumstances, but when ac­
companied by a flagrant violatiou of the Sabbath, and the 
exhibition of a disposition .to excite riot and violence, mer­
its not merely public reprehension, but legal punishment.— 
Neio York Observer.
Spirit of the Times.—The office of Mr. Pugh the pub­
lisher of the Philanthropist was entered on Tuesday night 
of last week, (July 12,) the type injured, the press broken; 
the ink and paper destroyed. The reason of this outrage 
was that here the Philanthropist, edited by J. G. Birney, 
was printed, and its being an anti-Slavery paper, was 
deemed sufficient excuse for this act.— Gin. Jour.
Mammoth Tow Boat.—The new steam tow-boat Tomp­
kins, on the Hudson, is 400 tons burthen, built by Cor­
bett, at Albany.
A conspiracy of several young men of some of the first 
families of Russia, is said to have been discovered in Lith­
uania.
Steamboats across the .Atlantic.—By the Liverpool Chro­
nicle we learn that there are already three companies being 
formed for the establishment of lines of steamboats from 
Great Britain to New York and the Canadas, viz; from 
Liverpool, Bristol and London.
The Atlantic Steam Company have completed all their 
arrangements for establishing a Line of Steam Packets be­
tween this port and Liverpool, and have contracted with 
Messrs. Brown & Bell for a boat suitable for their purpose, 
the building of which will commence immediately. They 
have also contracted with Mr. Paul A. Sabbatou for the 
engine, the flues of which will be constructed for burning 
Anthracite Coal.
The Buffalo Journal, from imperfect date, estimates the 
number of miles of finished canals in the United States at 
3,000.
The citizens of Charlestown, Mass., have made a move­
ment to raise funds for the completion of the Bunker Hill 
Monument.
It is stated in the New York American that according 
to an arangement of the Railroad and Steamboat linc3 be­
tween Washington and Boston, a traveller, twice in the 
week, may leave the former city and reach the latter in 
44 hours, sleeping six hours of the time in New York! It 
is not many years since it was considered extraordinary 
speed to carry the President’s message in 60 or 70 hours 
from Washington to New York, by express.—American 
Citizen.
A splendid monument has been erected in St. Paul's 
church London, to the memory of Bishop Heber, at a cost 
of £1,300, which was raised by private subscription.— 
Landmark.
Breaking up of the Ilarems in the East.—A German paper 
slates that the Schah of .Persia, in order to give a proof of 
the advancement of civilization, had suddenly thrown open 
the gates of his harem, anti given their liberty to all the 
female slaves that it contained. All the great men, of the 
empire followed the example, and the inhabitants of Tehe­
ran could scarcely believe their eyes when they saw the 
gates of the palace opened for the first time for the unhap­
py victims. This news causes ail extraordinary sensation 
all over the East. It was believed in Pera that the Sultan 
would follow the example.—New York Evangelist-
Fall of Snow in Canton--- On the morning of the 8th
of February, 1836, the natives of Canton were surprised 
with snow which had fallen daring the night. The severi­
ty of the winter in Canton is in some years extreme and 
ice is not uncommon, but we do not remember having seen 
snow in Canton before. The snow lay yesterday morning 
two inches deep. The natives consider this fall of snow as 
a most extraordinary event. The last fall of snow which 
occurred in Canton was forty-six years ago. This is re­
membered by a white headed old native, who reports that 
the fall was not so heavy as that of yesterday. When the 
natives saw the roofs of their houses glittering with one 
uniform whiteness, they asked—.“What is this?”—and 
called it “goose tail” and “cotton” (snow.)— Canton Regis 
ter.
In Chancery.
Ariel Foster vs. Ariel Chandler.
TIMIE said Abiel Chandler is hereby notified that on the 
I_ 18th of July, A. D. 1836, the said Abiel Foster filed 
in the Court of Common Pleas of the County of Knox 
and State of Ohio, a hill in Chancery against the said Abiel 
Chandler, the object and prayer of which bill is to obtain 
a specific performance of a certain agreement entered into 
between Abiel Foster the father of said Complainant and 
said defendant for the conveyance of Lot No. 13, Section 
4, Township 9, Range 11, U. S. Military Land in the 
District of Ohio, and in case the said Defendant should 
not be able so to do that be shall refund the purchase mo­
ney interest and damages by reason of the premises—And 
the said Abiel Chandler is further notified that unless he 
appears and pleads, answers or demurs to the said bill with­
in sixty days after the next term of said Court the said 
Abiel Foster at the Term next after the expiration of said 
sixty days will apply to said Court to take the matters of
said bill as confessed, and decree thereon accordingly.
D. CAMPBELL DUNLAP,
Sol. for Compl't.
Dated July 18, 1836.—6w
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POETRY.
' CATECHISING,
From little down to least—in due degree,
Around the Pastor, each in new-wrought vest,
Each with a vernal posy at his breast,
We stood, a trembling, earnest company!
With low soft murmur, like a distant bee,
Some spake, by thought-perplexing fears betrayed; 
And some a bold unerring answer made!
How fluttered then thy anxious heart for me,
Beloved Mother! thou whose happy hand 
Had bound the flowers I wore, with faithful tie; 
Sweet flowers! at whose inaudible command 
Her countenance, phantom-like, doth re-appear:
O lost too early for the frequent tear.
And ill requited by this heartfelt sigh!
Wordsworth.
From the Dedham Patriot. 
TEMPTATION,
Beware, proud man, the first approach to ciime ! 
Indulgence is most dangerous, nay fata!;
Resist, or soon resistance is in vain.
The first leads to the second, then the third ;
The fourth succeeds, until familiar grown 
With vice, we start not at our own misdeeds. 
Temptation comes so clothed in speciousness,
So full of seeming, we behold her not 
With apprehension, till her baneful power 
Has wrestled with our virtue. Dreadful state, 
When vice steals in, and, like a lurking thief, 
baps the foundation of integrity !
JUVENILE.
early piety.
The motives to early piety are many; the fol- 
lowingare some of then-.
1. It ought to be a strong motive to any 
thing, that God commands it: but it has been 
shown that God calls for early piety.—“Re­
member now thy creator in the days of thy 
youth”—Eccles. 12‘ 1. God is infinitely good ; 
his law is holy, just and good. He cannot de­
ny himself, he cannot, and does not in his law, 
demand any thing from his creatures, which is 
not for their good as well as his own glory.— 
Since, then, God, requires early piety, his re­
quisition should be a recommendation of it,and 
a motive to seek after it.
2. God seems to give special encourage­
ment to youth to be pious, by his special prom­
ises. He says, “Those that seek me early shall 
find me”—Prov. 8; 19. He commends Timo­
thy, because from a child he knew the holy 
scriptures. God is always pleased with what 
accords to his own acquirements; it is then 
pleasing to him to see children and youth engag­
ed in his service, and shunning the broad road 
of disobedience, in which the multitude delight 
to walk. He says, “I love them that love me” 
—Prov. 8; 19.
3. It is a motive to early piety, that chil­
dren and youth can never tell whether they shall 
live to be old. And how full of terror is the 
thought of being forced out of the world to as­
sociate forever with the most wicked beings, of 
fierce passions, of cruel tempers, of malignant 
dispositions, where there are no true friendships 
no kindly feelings but all are damned, and are 
eternal outcasts from God’s beatifying presence. 
I say again, how dreadful the thought, but how 
much more dreadful the reality! Go to the 
grave yard, and there you will see graves of 
all lengths; from that of the babe to that of the 
fall grown man; and of all ages, from that of the 
youngest child to that of the old man, who have 
reached the utmost limits, but then it is equally 
true you may die the next moment, you have 
no security that you will reach old age. It is 
then a dictate of wisdom to be pious now, to 
improve the present time; and the uncertainty 
of life is a strong motive to secure a happy fu­
turity without procrastination. All youth 
ought to adopt as a practical memento, for eve­
ry day’s use, that noted saying of our Lord, 
“Be ye also ready, for in such an hour as ye 
think not the Son of man cometh.”
4. A strong motive to early piety is founded 
on its advantages. We are so constituted that 
nothing will move us sooner than a sense of 
interest. The man after God’s own heart said, 
“I love the Lord, because he hath heard my 
voice and my supplications.—Because he hath 
inclined his ear unto me, thefore will I call upon 
him as long as I live”—l’s. 116: 42. A sense 
of interest moved this holy man to his duty.— 
Now I have stated several advantages resulting 
from early piety, every one of them may, and 
ought to be considered, a motive in favor of it. 
I he reader, then, is clearly shown that early 
piety is a most valuable and important acquisi­
tion and that the motives to seek alter it, are 
numerous and striking.— Cleveland Messenger.
THE PRISON VAN.
I stopped one afternoon outside of the police- 
office of our metropolis, to observe those who 
were about to enter the van, £a carriage to con­
vey convicts to jails.J The first was a young 
lad, apparently sixteen years of age, who show­
ed the utmost unconcern, and laughing, uttered 
an oath as he received some beer, handed to 
him by one of his associates in crime, a lad of 
is own age. Here was a sad instance of juv­
enile depravity. O that youth would more cau­
tiously attend to the advice of Solomon, “ My 
son, i sinners entice thee, consent thou not.”— 
Let the young he warned from this circumstance 
and let them remember that they are not too 
young o ie ed into sin by the snares of wick­
et companions. J he second was a young man, 
decently dressed, who in a fit of passion, caused 
by intemperance, had so cruelly used a fellow- 
apprentice, for some slight provocation, as to 
endanger h.s life. His eyes were red and swol­
len, and his hand greatly trembled as he step­
ped into the van. A neatly dressed young fe­
male was in the crowd,who appeared in as much 
grief as the criminal, who was her brother. I 
learned that this young man’s sentence would 
bo transportation for life, and that he mi"-ht 
consider himself leniently dealt with if he 'es­
caped the extreme punishment of the law._
rabfe *S an ^nstance far more deplo-
the ternntm® orm®r'. oung men, exposed to 
not be led awayb^*nt??nPe™nce’ beware! do 
can strengthen7 o^invf that ardent sPirlts 
trary, they only excito^w® T°U; On the COn* passion, lid Jay leadI *heJr .create
stances with this y oung man S‘milar c!rcum'
The next was a middle-aged femai„ , , ,
Jived in respectability as housekeepor’to 1° 'u 
gentleman for many years. She had been ten°t 
ed to commit some petty act of theft; this was 
at length succeeded by a robbery ot theoldgen- 
leman’s property to a great amount, in which
she was the principal. Her abettors escaped 
and she is now on her way to banishment for 
life, in an unknown and foreign country as a 
felon.
The other was a dirty-looking man; his hoa­
ry hairs bespoke his advanced age, while his 
hardened brow told a tale, and but too true that 
he was also far advanced in crime. I learned 
that he was in the constant habit of seducing 
children from the streets, and sending them out 
to commit robbery where and whenever they 
could.
Surely, thought I, as I turned away in horror 
from scenes like this it is bad enough to see the 
young offender; but what can we say for the 
hoary-headed man who ought to have learned 
wisdom from his own and others’ experience ? 
What can we say for him, who, instead of de­
voting his years to the good and advantage of 
the young, employs them to corrupt, contam­
inate, and ruin youth?
Let, then, the young, while such affecting 
scenes as these are held up to their view, en­
deavor more and more to seek the aids of divine 
grace, to avoid the paths of sin and folly, and 
to employ the talents they possess for the glory 
of God, and the good of mankind; that at last 
they may be able to render a good account of 
their stewardship.—5. ,S. Journal.
A CHILD IN INDIA.
At Bunhapurum, in the northern Circars, in 
India, a child, about eight years old who had 
been educated in Christianity, was ridiculed on 
that account, by some heathens older than him­
self. In reply, he repeated what he had been 
taught respecting God. “Show us your God!” 
said the heathens. “I cannot do that,” answer­
ed the child, “but I can soon show you yours.” 
Taking up a stone, and daubing it with some re­
semblance of a human face, he placed it upon 
the ground, and pushing it towards them with 
his foot, “There,” said he, “is such a god as 
you worship.”— Southern Churchman.
TEMPERANCE.
A drunkard saved.
The Landmark furnishes, from English papers the fol­
lowing extract from a speech of Mr. Hall, of Maidstone 
at the Anniversary of the British and Foreign Temperance 
Society.
In the town where I reside were twelve 
young men, who were accustomed early in life 
to meet together for indulgence in drinking 
and all manner of excess. In the course of time 
some of them engaged in business; but their 
evil habits of intemperance were so entwined, 
so interwoven with their very existence, that 
they became bankrupts or insolvents. Eight of 
them died under the age of forty, without a 
hope beyond the grave, victims of intemper­
ance. Three others are still living in the most 
abject poverty. Two of these had formerly 
moved in very respectable circumstances of life, 
but now they are in the most degraded state of 
poverty and disgrace. Or.e more, the last of 
the twelve, the worst of all, remains to be ac­
counted for. He was a sort of ringleader, and 
being in the wine and spirit trade, his business 
was to take the head of the table at r-nnvivial 
parties, and sit up whole nights drinking and in­
ducing others to do the same, never going to 
bed sober. He was an infidel, a blasphemer, a 
disciple of Tom Paine, both in principle and 
practice, yet he was a good natured man, and 
would do anybody a kindness. This man quit- 
ed the town, and went to reside at a distance, 
where, for a time, he refrained from drinking, 
got married, and every thing seemed prosper­
ous around him; but instead of being thankful 
to God for his mercy, and watching against his 
besetting sin, he gave way to his old propensity, 
and brought misery into his family and distress 
into the minds of his friends; many of whom 
loved him dearly, because in his sober moments 
he was disposed to do good to every creature 
within his reach or power. One dark night, 
being in the neighborhood of Dudley, he had 
been drinking to excess, and wandered out of 
the house, and staggered amongst the coal pits 
which are in many places left open and exposed, 
so that strangers may fall into them and be 
lost. These he passed, but the road he had ta­
ken went over a canal, but instead of taking the 
bridge he fell and rolled down the bank of the 
canal, and here—appeared to be the end of his 
course. But God, who is rich in mercy to of­
fenders, had caused a stone to lie direct!}' in his 
path, and the poor drunkard was stopped from 
rolling over into the water, for he was just on 
the edge, and one turn more would have sent 
him into everlasting wo. His senses returned lor 
a moment; he saw the water beneath him, and 
felt assured that if he attempted to stand upon 
his feet he would fall headlong into the gulf be­
low. He crawled back again into the road, 
where he was picked up, and lodged in a public 
house for the night. But his miraculous escape 
had no effect upon him whatever; he merely 
called it a lucky escape; so insensible is the 
heart when estranged from God. One day, af­
ter having indulged in many days of intemper­
ance, being come a little to his senses, he began 
to reason with himself upon his folly—surroun­
ded with blessings, yet abusing the whole—and 
in an angry passionate manner he muttered, 
“O, its no use for me to repent, my sins are too 
great to be forgiven.” He had no sooner utter­
ed these words than a voice seemed to say, 
most audibly, and with strong emphasis, “ If 
thou wilt forsake thy sins they shall be forgiv­
en." The poor man started at what he believed 
to be a real sound,and turned round,but saw no 
one, and said, “surely I am going mad ; I have 
been drinking till I am going mad; but that I 
heard a voice no one shall ever dissuade me.” 
He stood paralysed, not knowing what to think 
till relieved by a flood of tears, and then he 
cried out, “Surely this is the voice of mercy, 
once more calling me to repentance.” He fell 
on his knees, and, half-suffocated by his feelings, 
cried out, “God be merciful to me, a sinner.”— 
The poor wretch was broken hearted ; and now 
his besetting sin appeared more horrible, more 
formidable than ever; but it must be conquered, 
or he must perish. Now then commenced a 
battle more terrible than Waterloo, or all other 
battles whatever; the soul was the stake. An 
impetuous torrent was to be turned into an op­
posite course. He now began to search the 
Bible; that book which he had once despised. 
Here he saw that crimson and scarlet sins were 
blotted out, and made white as snow; that the 
grace of God was sufficient. He refrained from
his intemperance, and commenced family prayer 
and hope again revived; but his deadly foe still 
pursued, and he was again overcome. Now his 
disgrace and sinfulness appeared to be worse 
than ever, and with melancholy feeling he cried 
out in anguish of spirit, that he was doomed to 
eternal misery, and it was useless to try to avert 
his fate. His cruel enemy took this opportuni­
ty to suggest to his mind that he had so dis­
graced himself that it would be better to get 
rid of life at once (frequently the end of drun­
kards.) He was preparing to shave himself; 
the razor was in his hand ; but the Spirit of the 
Lord interposed; and the weapon fell to the 
ground. Still his enemy pursued him, and seem-
ed to have new power over his sin of intemper- so!no other P^es distant rrom in vapuoi. in tneseuays, 
l,uwc‘ . c • c ! a journey to Philadelphia was not to be performed in a fewance. He would sometimes retrain for days Jiours_ jt was two or three days travel, and not of the most
and weeks, and then again he was as bad as ev- I pleasant sort either. On his return he stopped in Bald­
er. Hope seemed now to be lost, especially more; it was about 4 or 5 ill the afternoon, when the Vice 
so, when one day, after having been brought in­
to great weakness through intemperance, and 
death appeared to be very near; his awful state 
appeared more terrific than ever—not a moment 
was to be lost; he cast himself once more at 
the footstool of his long insulted Creator, and 
with an intensity of agony cried out, “What 
profit is there in my blood when I go down to 
the pit; shall the dust praise thee? Shall it 
declare thy truth ? Hear, O Lord, and have 
mercy upon me; Lord, be thou my helper.”— 
He sank down exhausted ; he could say no 
more. That prayer, was heard; and a voice 
from heaven seemed to reply, “I will help thee; 
I have seen thy struggles, and I will now say to 
thine enemy, '‘Hitherto thou hast come but no 
further.’ ” God works by means, in the most 
extraordinary manner.
“Deep in unfathomable mines 
Of never-failing skill,
lie treasures up his bright designs,
And works his sovereign will.”
A physician was consulted as to the proba­
bility or possibility of medicine being rendered 
effectual to stop the disposition to intemper­
ance. The poor man would have suffered the 
amputation of all his limbs, could so severe a 
method have ridded him of his deadly habit, 
which, like a vulture, had fastened upon his ve­
ry vitals. The physician boldly declared that 
if this poor slave would strictly adhere to his 
prescription, not only the practice, but the very 
inclination for strong drink would subside in a 
few months. O, if you had but seen the coun­
tenance of that poor man, when the physician 
told him of this; hope and fear alternately ris­
ing up, whilst he grasped the physician's arm, 
and said, “O, Sir, be careful how you open that 
door of hope, for if it should be closed upon 
mo I am lost for ever.” The physician pledg­
ed his credit, that if his prescription was punc­
tually followed, the happiest results would fol­
low also. The remedy was a preparation of 
steel, and eagerly did the poor slave begin to 
devour the antidote to his misery—every bot­
tle was taken with earnest prayer to God for 
his blessing to accompany it. lie commenced 
taking this medicine in the first week in 
March 1816, and continued till the latter end 
of September folio wing (nearly seven months,) 
and to the honor and glory of the Lord God 
Almighty, who sent his angel to whisper in the 
poor man’s ear, “I will help thee;” for the glo-
snoken, that from the latter end ot September 1816 to the present hour (nearly 
twenty years,) not so much as a spoonful of 
spirituous liquor or wine of any description, 
has ever passed the surface of that man’s 
tongue 1!! Mr. Hall stated in conclusion, that 
the individual to whom he had referred in his 
address, had since been aiming to employ him­
self for the good of his fellow men. lie had 
written a tract, the object of which was to call 
drunkards and all sinners to repentance, of 
which more than 100,000 copies had been circu­
lated.
INTEMPERANCE AMONG CHILDREN.
The following facts are from the report of a 
benevolent society in Philadelphia.
At a school opened in the southwestern part 
of that city, through the agency of some of 
the visiters, it was ascertained that twenty of 
the children who attended were actually drunk­
ards.
A little girl seven years old, died of drunk­
enness, and with her latest breath cried out for 
gin. It was a sad and harrowing spectacle to 
behold the emblem of all that is most beauti­
ful, pure, and innocent in the world—a little 
girl—reduced by the unnatural depravity of 
her parents to such a melancholy and heart-ren­
ding situation; imploring to the last, with 
dying earnestness and unspeakable agony, for 
the cause of all her sufferings—rum—to allay 
the raging and unquenchable fires within.
Ninety out of every hundred children which 
enter the children’s asylum, are the offspring of 
intemperate parents.
A little child five years old was found, the 
awful subject of delirium tremens. Its diet 
had been bread moistened with whiskey. The 
little patient must have been in a state of intox­
ication nearly a moiety of its yet infantile exis­
tence.
DR. BEECHER AND TEMPERANCE.
The following notice was circulated among 
the seamen on Sunday:—
A GRAND TEMPERANCE MEETING.
Brother Sailors! A real windward anchor Temperance 
Meeting will be held at the Mariner’s Church, on Fort 
Hill, Purchase street, this evening at a quarter before 8 
o’clock. Dr. Beecher will be there and address the meet­
ing. He will fire a gun worth hearing. So bear a hand 
and be at the church in time, for the landsmen will be there 
in shoals.
The information having been freely given at 
the Seamen’s Chapel, and at their boarding 
houses, the genuine sons of Neptune mustered 
at an early hour, and anchored in the church to 
the number of four or five hundred, when the 
old Commodore, with his weather-beaten coun­
tenance, made his appearance, and fired some 
of his long shots against the enemy, to the no 
small delight and edification of the audience. 
A subscription paper was afterwards handed 
round, and between sixty and seventy sailors, 
including some masters and mates of vessels, 
affixed their signatures to a declaration of in­
dependence, against the land-lubber, King Al­
cohol.
Dr. Beecher has been preaching in the city 
for the last two Sabbaths, to crowded houses. 
He preached at Park and Essex street church­
es, on the last Sabbath. He appears to be in 
excellent health, and his friends think he has
grown younger by his residence at the West. —
At any rate, there is no diminution of mental 
vigorperceptible in his public performances. Bold 
and original metaphors, and strong reasoning, 
are as usual the prominent traits of his sermons. 
—Boston Courier.
MISCELLANY.
THOMAS JEFFERSON.
While this distinguished statesman and patriot was Vice 
President of the United States, it was customary for the 
individual holding the said high office, to attend to business 
more in person, than the refinements of more modern times 
will allow. It happened on one occasion that some im­
portant matter required his attention in Philadelphia, and 
some other places distant from the Capitol. In these days,
President rode up, suitcless and unattended to the tavern 
A Scotchman by the name of Boyden, kept the hotel, of 
late so much improved and now so handsomely sustained 
by our worthy townsman, Beltzhoover. The bucks ol the 
town were assembled in the large hall, smoking, strutting 
cracking jokes, and otherwise indulging in the et ceteras of 
the day. Boyden was at the bar examining his books, and 
doubtless making calculations in reference to- his future 
prospect. Jefferson had delivered his horse into theliands of 
the ostler, and walked into the tavern to make arrangements 
in regard to his fare. Some one touched Boyden upon the 
elbow and directed his attention to the stranger, who was 
standing with his whip in his hand, striking it occasionally 
upon his muddy leggins. Boyden turned round and sur­
veyed him from head to foot, and concluding him to be an 
old farmer from the country, whose company would add no 
credit to the house, he said abruptly—“We have no room 
for you, sir.”
Jefferson did not hear the remark, and asked if he could 
be accommodated with a room. Ilis voice which was com­
manding and attractive, occasioned another survey of his 
person, by the honest proprietor of the house, whose only 
care was for its reputation. He could not find, however, in 
his plain dress, pretty well covered with mud, any thing in­
dicating either wealth or distinction, and in his usual rough 
style, he said—
“A room ?”
Jefferson replied, “Yes, sir, I should like to have a room 
to myself, if 1 can get it.”
“A room all to yourself? no—no. we have no room— 
there’s not a spare room in the house,—all full: all occu­
pied—can’t accommodate you.”
The Vice President turned upon his heel, called for his 
horse, which by this time was snug in the stable,—mount­
ed and rode off. In a few minutes one of the most wealthy 
and distinguished men of the town came in and asked for 
the gentleman who rode up to the door a few moments be­
fore—
“Gentleman ?” said Boyden.
“Yes, the gentleman who came up this instant on horse­
back.”
“There has been no gentleman here on horseback this 
afternoon, and no stranger at all, but one common coun­
try looking fellow who came in and asked if he could have 
a whole room ; but I asked him out of that mighty quick 
I tell you—I told him I had no room for such chaps as 
him.”
“No room for such chaps ashiin!”
“No, by the pipers, no room for any body that don’t 
look respectable.”
“Why,what are you talking about, man? He’s the Vice 
President of the United States.”
“Vice President of the United States!” exclaimed Boy­
den, almost breathless in astonishment.
“Why, yes, sir. Thomas Jefferson, the Vice President 
of the United States, and the greatest man alive.”
“Murder, what have I done? Here, Tom, Jim, Jerry, 
Jake; where are you all; here, fly you villains—fly and 
tell that gentleman we’ve forty rooms at his service!—By 
George! Vice President—Thomas Jefferson! tell him to 
come back aiid he shall have my wife’s parlor—my own 
room—Jupiter! what have I done? Here Harriet, Ma­
ry, Jule clear out the family ! he shall have the best room 
and all the rooms if he wants them. Off you hussies,
put clean sheets on the bed. Biff take up this mirror__
Gynrfff. hurry up with the bootjack—by George!—what a 
mistake.”
For fifteen minutes Boyden raved like a madman, and 
went fifty times to the door to see if his wished for guest 
was returning. The Vice President rode up to Market- 
street where he was recognised by many of his acquain­
tances, and by them directed to the Globe tavern, which 
stood somewhere near the corner of Market and Charles 
streets—here Boyden’s servants came up, and told him 
their master had provided rooms for him.
“Tell him I have engaged rooms,” said Jefferson.
Poor Boyden’s mortification can be better imagined than 
told of: the chaps who were loitering about the bar and 
the large hall, and had laughed heartily at the disappoint­
ment of the muddy farmer, had recovered from their aston­
ishment, and were preparing to laugh at their downcast 
landlord. After some time he prevailed upon some friend 
to wait upon Mr. Jefferson with his apology, and request 
that he should return and take lodgings at his house, pro­
mising the best room, and all the attention should be given 
him.
Mr. Jefferson returned the following answer :
“Tell Mr. Boyden,” said he, “I appreciate his kind in­
tentions, but if lie had no room for the muddy farmer, lie 
shall have none for the Vice President.—Baltimore Athen- 
ceum.
DR. HUMPHREY STOUR.
Woolwich Arsenal.—Woolwich is a considerable town, 
finely situated on the South bank of the Thames. You 
have a good view of it as you come up the river from Mar­
gate. The site of the arsenal, near the water’s edge, is 
low and flat; but after you have receded a few hundred 
yards, the ground swells into a beautiful and commanding 
eminence, upon the front of which the town is mostly built. 
From this elevation, you behold the river, alive with com­
merce and pleasure, as far as the eye can follow its wind­
ing; and beyond it stretch away the rich and verdant mea­
dows, pastures and wheat fields, till they meet the distant 
horizon.
As you enter Woolwich by the London road, though the 
town is not fortified, everything you see and hear reminds 
you that you are coming to one of the favorite seats of Mars. 
Long rows of canon are planted perpendicularly, instead of 
wooden posts, by the sidewalks in the streets. Sentinels 
are pacing slowly backwards and forwards before the public 
buildings. Over them a British ensign flutters proudly in 
the breeze. The sound of the drum and the bugle begins 
to be heard. Small detachments of recruits are seen mov­
ing in various directions; and the gleaming ofpolished steel, 
like the flames of sunlight through the rents of thunder­
cloud, dazzle the eye.
A glance at the main arsenal, from.the heights on which 
the barracks stand, shows you that it is an immense estab­
lishment; but so much of it is concealed by the high wall 
around it, that you can form no adequate conception what 
a fearful magazine of human slaughter it is, till you are 
admitted by the proper officer within the enclosure. The 
first few moments after you pass the gate, are moments of 
utter astonishment. You had read of the vast parks of 
artillery in the wars of Bonaparte, and as Woolwich is the 
principal British arsenal for land service, you had expected 
to see several hundred, or, possibly, some two or three 
thousand pieces of canon, large and small, in the main 
yard. But instead of this, you behold acres and acres of 
field pieces, and howitzers, and mortars, lying in rows, side 
by side, as near to each other as they can be placed, with 
just room enough between the rows for one man to walk in 
taking care of them.
I shuddered as I passed along, and thought how all 
these open-mouthed instruments of death might, and pro­
bably would be employed; and coming up to a small train 
of fine brass pieces, which were taken at the battle of Wa­
terloo, I asked an officer of rank, who was standing by, how 
many cannon there were in this arsenal ? “ Twenty-seven
thousand," he replied coolly. So ignorant was 1 in these 
matters, that I had hardly supposed there were so many in 
the whole British empire. Yet here they were before mv 
eyes—twenty.seven thousand pieces of ordnance, in this sin 
gle enclosure-all now reposing peacefully in their places to 
he sure; but ready to be waked up any moment, and to pour 
forth such a storm of fire and hail, as nothing could with 
stand. And yet there were not cannon enough there to sat­
isfy the pride, or forethought, I know not which, of the 
government; for ,n the shops, they were casting boring 
and turning new and beautiful patterns b
<Jat1iS,ft* i 2 3 4\thaF nh?xThe a,llied sovere*Sns visited this ar­
senal, after the fall of Napoleon, they could not at first be­
lieve their own eyes. They suspected that the royal host 
ot England intended to amuse them with the cheap decep­
tion of wooden imitations, till the ringing of the metal brass 
convinced them that it was no ostentatious pageantry by 
which they were surrounded. M ithin this dread enclosure 
as well as near the barracks, your attention is arrested by 
several guns of immense size, and nearly twenty feet long 
—the trophies of British valor, not only in Europe, but in 
Turkey, and other still more remote quarters of the world. 
There too, you behold no less than two millions ot carcases, 
bomb-shells and canon-balls, all neatly painted and piled 
up- and in one of the buildings, they show you ten thou­
sand setts of artillery and dragoon harness, which might he 
put in requisition at an hour’s notice.— Cleveland Mess.
Nelson’s Valet.—“Some are born great, others achieve 
greatness, and others have greatness thrust upon them, 
but there is another class who, by the quiet unobtrusive 
discharge of daily duties near the persons of the really cel­
ebrated, become, in a measure, identified with the heroes 
themselves, and eventually acquire a lustre, which though 
borrowed, is yet scarcely undeserved. There are many 
instances on record of such lesser lights, and I would add 
to the list a name which has lately been tacitly admitted— 
that of my friend Tom Allen, the long tried “wallet do 
sham”—as he styles himself, of Lord Nelson. This man 
always asserted that if he had been with his master during 
the action of Trafalgar, the fatal shot should never have 
been so correctly aimed; “Because, you see,” he would 
say, “I used always to take care that he was dressed prop­
erly. When he was going into action he used to s»v,
‘Tom, 1 shall put on that coat,’ (meaning the one decorat­
ed with his orders,) and I used to answer, ‘No, my lord, 
you won’t’—and when the battle was over—‘There now, 
don’t you think this coat looks better than if it was drilled 
through with bullets ?’ ” No man is a hero with this val- 
let-de-cliambre; and it is not improbable that the faithful 
solicitude of the servant might have once more prevailed 
over the hardy daring of his master, and preserved a life 
invaluable to his country. He did once, however, save his 
lordship’s life. Before the battle of the Nile, Nelson had 
a new hat which was two large for him; his servant ac­
cordingly stitched in a pad just over the temple, and this 
pad prevented still farther mischief from the shot which 
destroyed his eye. The hat was preserved by the Queen 
of Naples in a glass ease—forming rather too distant a 
pendant to the uniform at Greenwich.— United Service 
Journal.
Walking.—Walking may generally be made use of 
some part of the day. It is one of the best of exercises, 
more especially as it appeals diiectly to the action of the 
digestive organs. The arms may be exercised by the very 
simple process of flourishing them with some degree of 
animation. Sit-John Malcolm used to astonish the sailors 
by going upon deck, and boxing and kicking the unconscious 
zephyr. Unless their abstract respect for his accomplish­
ments, and his exeellentnature were too great, perhaps they 
might have thought “the gentleman” very absurd ; hut 
Sir John attributed his unfailing health to his unfailing 
perseverance in that practice while confined on board ship. 
In India he did not suffer from the climate; but he dis­
regarded the idea that exercise was impossible or improper 
in a hot country. In Guianna, Dr. Hancock testified to 
the use of exercise in counteracting the enervating effects 
of heat. To what can we attribute the power of enduring 
the dreadful hardships, such as would have been thought 
intolerable, had they not been actually tolerated, under­
gone by Franklin and his companion heroes, unless to the 
perpetual exercise they were compelled to use ?—Leiyh 
Hunt's Journal.
The Cow.—The cow must have been once a wild and 
savage animal. Whether she was domesticated from the 
American buffalo, or some other wild beast, vve have no 
means of knowing with certainly, nor could the knowledge 
be of much use; we can only know her domestication must 
have been long anterior to any historical records we can 
ever obtain. But as the cow and the buffalo propagate in 
any cross, we may naturally conclude them to be of one 
species, and that the difference has been effected by domes­
tication, conducted by art, with different degrees of skill.— 
To see, then, how far nature can be improved by art, let 
us compare the two animals together. In the one case, 
the wild and shaggy buffalo, with eyes of fierceness, and 
frame formed for combining force with unrestrained agili­
ty—calculated to bound over hills, and dash through forests 
and thickets—of little use to mankind, except to the savage 
hunter, almost in a corresponding degree wild and uncivil 
ized. Compare with this the domestic cow, the mother 
and SOUW of » our richest Comforts, Wj'til eVCS
beaming with mildness, apparently sympathizing will) our 
social wants, and seeming only to want the power of speech 
to express her gratitude for the favors she receives, and for 
which she not only,richly pays through her life, but witli 
interest at her death. Instead of affording milk barely 
sufficient to support her own young while their n ature re­
quires it, she furnishes a supply, not only for her own off­
spring, but for ours and ourselves, almost unlimited as to 
quantity and duration. Her shaggy hair has become fine, 
short, and silky, and the proportions of her form so changed 
as to increase the quantity of her flesh in those parts where 
it is most valuable, and diminish it where it is less so.—N. 
Y. Farmer.
Gigantic Skeleton.—Extract of a letter, dated Pitts­
burgh, June 13, 1836.
Dear Sir—I lose no time in communicating for the in­
formation of the Pennsylvania Lyceum, and indeed of the 
public, if you think proper to make it publicly known, the 
extract of a letter from the Honorable Judge Wilkins, of 
Tecumseh, Michigan. The letter is under date ot the 2nd 
instant.
To the Secretary of the Penn. Lyceum :
“John Feret, who resides about a mile from this village, 
in digging a well lately, about fifteen feet below the surface 
of the earth, came across a skeleton of prodigious size.— 
Dr. Sturgis and Dr. Patterson both pronounced it a hu­
man skeleton of gigantic proportions, and necessarily of 
genus long since extinct, and corresponding with the mas­
todon or mammoth in the brute order. The thigh bone 
is two feet and three inches in length, and the skull is 
frightful. One of the teeth, a grinder, is enormous, and 
is in a perfect state of preservation. It is as large as the 
cork of a porter bottle, with two prongs, and indented ex­
actly like a human tooth. The workmen have not yet com­
pleted the extraction of all the bones, and great excitement 
prevails. Two medical men from New York have offered 
the owner of the farm $100 /or the skeleton, which our 
doctors have advised him to refuse----Susquehanna Register.
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